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P ersistent in th e Right; F earless in Opposing W rong.
O X j TTHNÆIE 8 .

T R A P P E ,

I F E D S n s r A ..,

2ST0 " V E l s Æ B p ] E l

Q3 l 8 8 S.

W H O L E
S S T '.
when is papa coming back?”
mother again .advised her to go back the girl to have committed had its full
partly due to the strongly democratic yer from the North. You’ll say yes,
“My child,” said the minister, “your to old Aunty Markham. She gave her
influence.
They parted on the Little Bridge
character of Mr. Spencer’s political and then she’ll open .011 you and call the water as big as a Wash tub. His
father will not come back, but you a ja r of jelly- to take with her and Iluth
Which spans the running water,
The young creature, with her blonde philosophy. His earliest work, “ Social
head went down under watel', and his
shall one day go to him. Not y-et, but put in a little basket on her arm. Ah 1
The bright-eyed youth with fluent tongue,
hair who looked like an angel, was de Statics,” has always found many inter you all sorts of hard names. You boot heels hung over in the boat.
in God’s time. A little while ago I what bitter reason the good woman
And she—the yeoman’s daughter.
won’t pretend to hear a word, and she’ll “ What you doing? Diving after the
clared guilty by a jury who thought
was with him.”
A few fond words—a stolen kiss,
soon had to repent of what she did themselves unbiased by prejudice, but ested readers in America; and, al heave a chair and bootjacks and flat fish?” says I as pa’s head caino up and
A little golden trinket,
though in some respects it does not
He looked around upon the group of with the best and highest motives.
who all remembered that John Gedney represent the author’s matured opin irons at you. and yell at our four dogs lie Mowed out the water. I thought
’Twas all—but that his heart could change
women.
She did not dare to think it.
As Ruth passed, out o f the gate the was hung, and the girl was condemned ions, there can be no doubt it is the to chaw ye up. That’s a whim of hers, pa belonged to the church, but lie said
‘We went alone. He knelt beside old servant ran after her.
to death. The murder was premedi very best text-book of sound demo ye see, but she can’t hit ye if ye are “you damidjut,” I guess he wasfalking
He journeyed to the bright Southern lands
me and prayed as a child might.
Where tropic skies bent o’er him,
I lease Miss. .Ruth, be you going tated She had a knife with her. Yain cratic political philosophy that has good at dodging, and the dogs dasn’t -to the fish. Well, sir, my chum took
When we parted this was what he said:
bite anybody 1”
*
And wooed blind fortune till she cast
ly old Phmbe swore that she never ever been published. It is a pity that
hold of pa’s foot and the collar of his
“May God raise np a friend for little past the hardware man’s?” she asked.
A shower of gold before him.
“ But I don’t want to be greeted that coat, and held him to the stern of the
would
have
taken
it
but
for
her.'
No
“
Yes,
I>
ha>be,”
said
Ruth.
all our legislators could not have its way-. ”
Ruth. Poor little Ruth ?”
Then fame took up her trum pet, tu*ed
one Relived her.
boat, and I paddled the boat to the
To sound his praise in story, '
wise lessons instilled into their minds
“ Then won’t y-ou leave my bread
“ God has .answered his yrayer. Mrs.
You never mind. I t ’s only a whim shore, and pa crawled out and shook
Ruth
lay
in
prison.
The
dreadful
For much that to his life belonged
in
early
youth,
even
as
one
learns
how
Chalmers, get the child’s hat and such knife to be sharpened?” sain Phoebe;
Was what the world calls glory.
day- drew near. But she was strangely in early youth, to compute compound and after she has tired herself out jaw- himself. I never had an ijee a man’s
clothes as she may have. I will take “it’s getting dull.”
ng and throwing and tearinsr arouim
calm.
A ribbon marked his high degree,
interest or studies the rudiments of she’ll set to and cook the best meal in pants could hold so much water. It
her home with me and keep her there.”
Ruth
nodded
and
took
the
knife
in
His name had added letters,
Her adopted parents believed her history or geography. Much jobbery
was just like when they pulled the thing
“She ought to be very thankful, I ’m her basket and departeg. She was
And not on him was any sign
the State of Georgia. There was a on a street sprinkler. Then pa took
word
and
she
asked
ho
mòre.
sure, sir,” said Mrs. Chalmers witli a gone a long while. The tea table was
and much ill-advised legislation would chap here from Chicago last week, and
Of life’s more galling fetters.
off his pants and my chum and me took
“I was so afraid,” she used to say, doubtless be prevented.
velT
red
face;
“
for
otherwise
as
she
set,
the
sun
settinp
in
the
sky
and
still
The maiden*8 path lay toward the north ;
after he had dodged three chairs, a hold of the legs and pa took hold of
“that
you
might
come
to
think
I
killed
She toiled for daily guerdon,
has no kin she’d go to the poor-house; no glimpse of her simple blue muslin
Popular as- the “ Social Statics” lias dozen sticks of wood and a dozen milk
And meekly bore her low estate
and little Andy shall bring the clothes and broad shade hat was seen along the the poor little boy-. But I was wicked been, it was only ten years after its pans, the old woman pulled him off his the summer kitchen, and we rung the
Nor felt her task a burden.
to your house after her. I t ’s not much road; and at last the old minister put to feel so—you who are al way-s so good. ” publication that it began to be known hoss and made feel so much to home water out. Pa wasn’t so sociable after
that, and he went in the woods with his
Mrs. Martin never left the prison
’Till “ hope deferred’* her spirit broke,
a parsed though I have cut up two old on his hat and declared that he would
in America. Thirty years ago foreign that I reckon he may marry our eldest knife, with nothing on but a linen dus
And thorns seemed springingronnd her,
and
was
with
the
girl
day
and
night!
gowns to make her aprons and give her go and meet her; The street seemed
literature found its way to this country gal this fall.”
1 And thoughts that once were purest jov,
ter and a necktie, while his pants were
a cape of my little Sally’s to keep her very quiet; ho did not meet the usual Mr. Martin came often. Their hearts much more slowly than at present. It
Had only power to wound her.
I positively declined to take dinner drying on a tree, to cut a switch, and
were
well
nigh
broken.
Everyeffort
warm.”
people standing about; but at last he
A poor old maid with fading cheek
was m 1800 that Mr. Spencer’s name with him and I think I hear him call we hollered to him that a party of
Toils on from early morning,
And Mrs. Chalmers looked around saw them all gathered together in a was being made to obtain a pardon but began to be somewhat generally known ing yet as I galloped away_
picknickers from Lake Side were com
With scanty thanks and little praise,
at her neighbors for praise of her be portion of the road that divided the so far fruitlessly, and the end was hard to American readers ; and the book to
“Stranger, if ye can’t face one old ing ashore right where his pants were,
at hand.
And xiftimes heartless scorning.
nevolence which they gave in nods and lower town from the “heights.”
which this popular reputation was woman with a whim now, I don’t reck to picnic, and pa he run into the woods.
“ Papa,” Ruth said, “I have one com
And yet sometimes she sees the bridge,
hand-tilLiirgsy -and in -a moment i h w
On-the “ heights” lived the gentry * fort ont of this : I believe my- own fath primarily due was the little book on on you bothered our folks very much He was afraid there would be some
And hears the river flowing,
the little Shaker hood was on the child’s rlown in the “ hollow” lay the poorer
“Education, Intellectual, Moral and during the war."— Detroit Free Press. wimmen in the picnic that he knowed,
When memory lifts the shroud of years,
head and she was walking over the dwellings, A bit of road led under a er was innocent too and, when I shall Physical,” which was published in
The dead past calmly showing.
and he coaxed us to come in the woods
meet him in Heaven T shall be glad.
field with her new protector.
And sometimes he* in idle mood,
great rock, over a bridge which cross You see any- one can be hung who is America in that year, before its publi
HIS
PA
GOT
A
BITE.
w-liere he was, and he said he would
’Mid silence all unbroken,
The minister’s good kind wife wel ed a stream which made their boundary
cation in England. This admirable lit
give
us a dollar apiece and not be mad
innocent,
if
I
must
be,”
Ju st wonders if the bridge still stands
comed the child heartily, and under line. Here was the crowd. With a
tle book has been very widely read.
A BOY OF THE PERIOD RELATES THE PISCA any more if we would bring him his
Where their last words were spoken.
The
poor
clergyman
burst
into
tears
their roof she grew to be healthy- and great foreboding oi evil the minister
The influence of Mr. Spence r ’s views
TORIAL ADVENTURES OF HIS SIRE.
pants. We got his pants, and you
The Little Bridge still lightly spans
strong and pretty, her principles were pressed into its midst, and saw old for the first time, blit Ruth soothed is to be seen very plainly in the chan
The rippling, rumyng water *
So the doctor thinks that your pa should see how they was wrinkled
him
and
kissed
him,
and
bade
him
good
folined, her faults corrected. She was Aunty Markham standing uttering cur
ges which have taken place in our sys- lias ruptured a blood vessel, eh ?” says when he put them on. They looked as
But no bridge spans the gu lf ’twix him
at sixteen as fine and well mannered a ses loud and deep as she shook her night. On the morrow the dreadful tem and methods of education during
Aud her—the yeoman’s daughter.
the street car driver to the bad boy, as if they’d been ironed with a waffle iron.
end would come.
— Chamber’s Journal young girls as could be seen in a year’s
the past twenty years. Not only has the youngster was playing sweet ’ on We went to the depot and came home
shriveled fist toward the sky; a group
Mi. Martin walked out of the prison
journey.
of women bending over something that door with his head bent down, but as there been a very marked increase in him to get a free ride down town.
JOHN GEDNEY’S CHILD
011 a freight train, and pa sneezed all
She loved her adopted father and lay- on the bank ; and standing like one
the relative quality of scientific study,
“Well, they don’t know. The doc the way in the caboose, and I don’t
be
would
have
passed
the
prison
door
mother, and honored them and she
but there has also been a notable im tor at Pewaukee said pa had dropsy- think he has ruptured any blood vessel.
riie.t wore taking clown the gallow was friendly- and kind to all. But mal petrified his own adopted daughter a jailer stopped him.
provement in our methods of teaching. until he found the water that they Well, I get off here at Mitchell’s hank,”
Ruth Gedney, in the midst of a rude
“There’s a man inside dying,” he
in the jail yard of old Henchley, one ice and ignorance are never to he trus
insulting crowd.
said. “The policemon shot him in self- To abandon rote-learning, to stimulate wrung from his pants was lake water and he jumped off without paying his
gray October evening—the evening of ted. Although the best people in Hen
instead of repressing the natural curi and there was a doctor on the ears be fare.—Peck's Milwaukee Bun.
“Oh,
papa!”
she
cried,
when
she
saw
defence.
He wants to see you (the
1*riday, which, has been set apart for chley called Ruth a lovely girl, the «-ososity
of the pupil, to strengthen the longing to the insane asylum, when we
him ; and he hurried to her and took minister, y-ou know). He’s got a con
executions from time immemorial.
sips down in the hollow, envious of her hand.
A n Established Theory.
observing
faculties and the judgment, put pa on the train, who said from the
fession to make.”
That morning there haft been the th e fa c t t h a t h e r e d rre a tio n arid d r e s s
and,
as
far
as
possible,
to
appeal
to
looks of his face, sort of red and blue,
“Don’t tremble so, my dear,” lie
strange and awful procession from the were better than their own children’s
Mi. Martirrturned slowly back, and
There is a theory advanced by seienwent with his heavy heart into the whatever native ingenuity thè pupil that it was apoplexy, but a horse doc
jail; the last good-byes of jailers and and that she walked up the aisle and said. “ What does this mean?”
|
tists
tiiat if you whisper in the ear of a
may possess—these are the chief desid tor that was down at the depot when'
It was Mrs. Chalmers who arose and prison again.
keepers; the last words of the con sat in the minister pew every Sunday
[
sleeping
man the impression of your
erata in teaching— Century Magazine. we put pa in the carriage to take him
(learned man ; the clergyman's prayer was called “my child” by his wife and with her strong arms pushed away
The wounded man lay upon a cot.
words
will
be conveyed to his mind as
home, said he was off his feed, and had
those who interposed between the min He had been taKen in the act of burgthe terrible end. Amidst it no wo.
Miss” by his servants were always
by
a
dream.
We recently experimented
T
h
e
B
est
T
h
e
y
Could
Do.
been taken too much water when lie
man’s sobs-, no terrible parting from a speaking to each other of the fact that ister and what the crowd had gathered lary, and his breath was fast leaving
witli
this
theory
and found it worked
was hot, and got foundered. Oh, you
him.
b
shrieking wife, ?s happens often in such her father was hung and taught the about.
very
satisfactorily.
A noted Western
I
t
is
a
fact,
as
stated
by
the
Age
and
can’t tell anything about doctors. No
“ It means that the girl that calls you
cases. Nobody knew whether John story to the younger ones, with the
“ You don’t know me, parson,” he
scout
who
boasted
of
having slain two
several
other
papers,
that
the
Texas
two of ’em guesses alike,” answered the
: ^ Gedney’s wife was dead or not. He additional precept that such folks’ papa, the daughter of John Gedney, gasped. “You used to years ago. I
hundred
Indians
was
stopping at the
Democracy
elected
Hon.
John
Hanb°.y, as lie turned the brake for the
never spoke to her. But he had said, children never came to good—that the that we all know was hanged, has fol am Seth Markham, Granny Markham’s
hotel
where
we
reside.
We entered his
cock
to
Congress,
but
they
should
not
driver to stop the car for a sister of
just before they put the black cap on’ minister would he sorry some day, and lowed him to the gate of the gallows,” son, and the father of little Sam who
room and whispered in his ear: “ We
she said.
lose
sight
of
the
fact
that
it
was
done
his head :
charity,
and
then
punched
the
mule
was killed.
I am going fast, and I
that Ruth Gedney: never would turn
are attacked by Indians ! The red devils
And now Mr. Martin saw lying on don’t want to hurt a girl that has been shortly after the war. He was first with a fish pole, when the driver
“ May God raise up a friend for my out well in the end. Unconscious of
are
upon 11s!” Did he spring up, grab
little Ruth! Poor little Ruth! And let this, good Mrs. Martin often sent the the ground a little dead boy covered good to my old mother, and that I ’ve elected at a time when none other but i l°oki»g back, to see if he could not jerk
for
a
knife and blindly rush forward for
Un
ion Democrat stood any chance at ker Off the back step.
with blood, staring upward with his done harm enough to her, any way.
her always feel that I die innocent.”
oung girl into that quarter of the
a
fray?
He did arise from the bed.
“Well, how did your pa happen to
Now a coffin lay in the'prison dead- town with glasses of jelly- or loaves of terrible dead ey-es.
Let them all come-and hear, so as to all of being elected. It w-as the best
And
he
crawled
under it. There can
“ What is it,” he cried. “What does swear to it. I killed Sam my-self. He they could do. I 11 this particular the fall out of the boat? Didn’t he know
house,-and the murderer, with peaceful nice bread for the poor old women, a
Re
no
doubt
that
the
theory is correct.
it
mean
?”
crossed hands, awaiting burial; and the little tea and sugar, and with a charge
was a troublesome, half-witted brat, Texas Democracy reminds ns of Uncle the lake was wet ?”*
Bill.
“It is my poor little grandson that and he came in my way when I was
“He had a suspicion that it was
clergyman, going home across the to read a chapter before she came back.
“ i ’ll N a Trust Y e ?
A g e n t l e m a n r o d e u p t o a house and damp, when his back struck the water,
fields, thought what a sad, bad, cruel Ruth Gedney accomplished the task, she has killed for telling her the truth” going to do a good trick—pick a pock
“ She et, if you m ust-know —and called a s K e d a s m a ll b o y s i t t i n g o n t h e d o o r  I think. I ’ll tell y-ou how it was. When
■world this is, and remembered, too, the hut sometimes with repugnance. More shrieked Aunty Markham.
Two centuries ago, in the Highlands
threatened to do it. She said: ‘I could “Daddy.” I kicked him, but be fol s t e p .if b is m o t h e r w a s in .
my
chum
and
I
run
away
to
Pewaukee
dead man’s last words.
of
Scotland, to ask for a receipt or a
lan once cruel things were said to
“No, she is out gadding.”
ma thought we had gone off to be piruts, promissory note was thought an insult.
I was in a
“ Poor little Ruth! I think I ’ll stop her, and once when she was reading to kill you for that 1’ and off she went. I lowed me to the bridge.
“ Is y-our father in ?”
and she told pa it was a duty he owed | It would have been resented as quickly
and speak to her beftore I go home,” old Aunty Markham, who had a drunk was looking up the child for his supper rage, and I always have a knife handy,
“No, he is out, too.”
and I found him here, and her, with I cut his throat. Then I went off, and
lie said. “The child knows nothing of
to society- to go and get us to come as if one had said. “ I doubt your
en son and a miserable puny grandson
“ Is there anybody at all in ?”
back, and be good. She told him if lie honor.” If parties had business mat
what has happened to her, but it has who was not quite full witted,the latter her knife, beside him. I ’ll hang her! I swear that the. police would never
I'll hang her! Oh! poor little Sam!”
Yes,
Uncle
Bill
is
inside
hugging
would treat me as an equal, and laugh ters to transact, they stepped into the
happened nevertheless.”
have got me, if seeing that bloody
danced On the floor before her, calling
the
colored
cook
.”
Uttering
a
shriek,
the
old
woman
and
joke with me, I wouldn’t be so bad. air, fixed their ey-es upon the heavens,
And with this the good man turned o u t:
little face over my shoulder, hadn’t put
fell down on her face in a sort of a fit. me in such a state. He’s haunted me, • “That’s bad.”
She
said kicking and pounding spoiled and each repeated his obligation, with
down a certain street, passed several
“ Your father was hung, and you’ll
“Yes, it’s bad, but it’s the best he j more boys than all tiie Sunday Schools. no mortal witness. A mark was then
“ Papa,” cried Ruth, “ Oh, papa, I that little wretch, ever since that. Have
neglect.d cottages, where ducks and come to be hung to Miss Ruth; every
did say ‘I could kill you,’ but I was I said enough to clear her? Yes can do.”
So pa came out to our camp, about two carved on some rock or tree near by as
dirty children paddled together in the body says so.”
It is true the Texas Democracy- sent ^miles up the lake from Pewatikee, and a remembrance of the compact. Such a
not even angry when I went out of the there’s another thing, too. John Gedpuddles before the doors, and paused
Mrs. Chalmers, the very person whe
at one near which a grop of slatternly had “said so” boxed the boy’s ears and bouse. I came down the road to cross ne3 I did the deed he was hung for IlanCocK to Congress. The Democrats he was just as good natured as though thing as a breach of contract was rarely
the bridge, and there under the bushes years ago—I swear to’that. Is it any did not liKe to hug him, but, at the we had never had any trouble at all. met with, so highly did the people re
gossips had gathered.
said something apologetic; but Ruth
time, it was the best they conld' do, so We let him stay with us all night, and gard their honor.
They looked at him as he approached was too angry to stay ; she went home I saw poor little Sam lying dead. I good praying for me?
they
had to maKe a virtue of necessity. gave jjim a napkin with a red border to
shrieked
and
my
basket
fell
out
of
my
and there was a little smoothing of ap forgetting to give old Aunty Markham
Y\ hep the march of improvement
He was gone, and they carried the
—
Texas
Siftings.
hand.
I
could
not
speak
or
take
a
sleep on, under a tree, cause there were brought along the new mode of doingrons and twisting up 0f hair. The her medicine and her flushed face and
poor minister away in a dead faint.
not blankets enough to go around, and business, they were often pained by
tongues ceased to wag for a moment, and red eyes attracted the minister’s atten step. I held by the rails of the bridge
But Ruth was saved—Ruth was
Only H er VJ&y.
in the morning, I let him have one of tiiese innovations.
the minister heard from within the tion. The good wife could not explain and everything *was blank before me. cleared, and, moreover, the father who
An anecdote is
the soda crackers that I had in my handed down of a farmer who had been
voice of a child, lifted in a loud, sharp it, so Ruth was questioned. She told Then Mrs. Markham came, and other had been her shame, had become a
In hunting up the battle-field of shirt bosom and he wanted to go fish
people. They said I killed Sam. I—I martyr.
cry, and then the words. “ You tell a the truth.
to the Lowlands, and learned wordily
Jonesborough
I came across the usual
Oh,
1
”
papa
8tory!” in the same voice. In a min
“It was worth it all,” she often said, score of blind roads leading no one ing with us. He said he could show wisdom.
“I knew my poor father met with
us how to fish. So he got a piece of
“ They are all mad, my chid,” said with tears in her eyes, “ worth all the
ute more a little girl, with her bright that shameful death,” she said,“ but
Oil returning to his native parish fti$
knew where, and in following one pork rind at a farm house fqr bait, and
hair all about her face, rushed out of certainly even if he was guilty, it was the poor clergyman ; but what he said agony, an<J terror, and disgrace. It
bad need of a sum of money, and madethrough the woods I came to a point put on a hook, and we got in an old
the door, followed by a woman, who not my fault. I have heard spiteful and thought was of little avail.
would have been worth dying for if
bold to ask a loan of a gentleman o f
The sheriff appeared upon the scene that had been needful__Mary Kile where a fence blocked farther progress. boat, and my chum rowed and pa aud I means, named Stewart. This was kindly
looked half angry and half terrified.
things before, but this time it made me
On the other side of the fence -w¡1s a trolled. In swinging the boat around
“Such a temper 1” she said ¡but no furious; Oh, so furious 1 I hated the and took the poor girl in custody. Dallas.
granted, and Mr. S counted out the
farmer
hoeing corn, and after the usual pa’s line got under the boat, and come gold.
wonder. What else can you expect?” child—I hated Mrs. Chalmers; I could Her adopted father went with her to
talk about the weather I asked_
right near me. I don’t know what poss
This done the farmer wrote a receipt,
H erbert Spencer in Am erica.
“Oh Mr. Martin, she said papa was have killed them both. Oh, yes, I was jail, and alas! left there and went home
“ Say, colonel, is this the end of this essed me, but I took hold of pa’s line and offered it to Mr. S.
with
the
awful
news
to
his
wife.
a picked man ; a bad man,” cried the angry enough for that. And I came
road?”
“ What is this man ?” cried Mr. S.
aud gave it a “ yank,” and pa jumped eyeing
He believed R uth’s story, but alas!
child. “She said—I don’t know what away with the chapter half finished and
The visit of Herbert Spencer to this
the slip of paper.
“This is the end.”
so quick his hat went off in the lake.
she said about my papa. Has papa I forgot to leave the powder—forgot the little basket, the knife the package country cannot fail to be greeted with
“
It
is
a receipt, sir, blinded me to
“Don’t go any farther?”
“ Stopper,” says pa, “I ’ve got a whale.” give ye back yer gold at the right
done anything like—like—Oh I know until I was half way home. Then I of medicine had rolled into the pool pleasure by- all intelligent Americans.
“Not a rod.”
of blood a t the boy’s sidei All were Few of his many admirers, indeed, are
I t ’s mean in a man to call his chubby time,” replied Sandy.
it’s a wicked story.”
would not go back; I never will go
“
And I ’ve got to ride back?”
“ Binding ye ? Well, my man, if ye
bedaubed with it. It was certain to likely to see him ; fqr he comes with
faced little boy a whale, but the whale
What have 3-011 been saying to thiis down there again.”
caima
trust yerself, I ’m sure I ’ll na
“
I
reckon
so;
but
you’d
better
come
him that Ruth had fainted and that she
yanked again, and pa began to pull
child, Mrs. Chalmers?” asked the inm“My child,” said the minister
the did not know how time had passed; but out any intention of speaking in public, over to the house and have a bite first.” him in. I hung on, and let the line trust ye. Ye canna hae my gold.”
ister..
Whereupon he gathered it up, put it
and exects generally to go about very
first thing a Christian should do is to
“ W on’t it put you to any trouble?” out a little at a time, just exactly like
back in the desk, aud turned the key
“Well, sir,” said Mrs. Chalmers, “she forgive his enemies. You area profes- people had seen her go toward the quietly. But, whether”' one actually
“ Not a bit^ Ride down into the a fish, and he pulled, and sweat, and upon it,
shows her temper and I thought it was sing Chrisrain; you must set an ex bridge long before and evidence was sees him or not, there is a certain sort
scurb
and you’ll find a low spot where the bald spot on his hed was getting
“ But, sir, I must die,” binding the
against her. Three or four swore to of pleasure in feeling that one to whom
my duty to warn her_”
ample. Go to your room and pray- for
canny Scotchman, bringing up an argu
you
can
jump the horse.”
her
threat
to
kill
Sam
for
his
speech,
sun
burnt,
and
the
line
cut
my
hand,so
“Against temper? Very proper, power to do this.”
we owe so much is at last in our
When I had followed directions and I wound it round the ore lock, and pa ment in favor of His new wisdom,
and their own old 'servant had heard bountry, and is coming into daily con
“and perhaps my sons might refuse it
“Th" ^ la' mersi” 8aid the minister,
And then” said Mrs. Martin, “go
pulled hard enough to tip the boat over. ye; but the bit of paper would compel
her say that she had felt like kill tact with our wayg of living and think reached his side he continued__
ere is nothing more dangerous.”
back to the poor old woman’s home ing him.
“ Stranger, I want to post you in ad
them to pay.”
he women flushed a little and was read her a chapter through and give
ing. The people of the United States vance. When the Yankees came down He thought lie had a forty-pound mus“Compel them to sustain their dead
silent.
The poor girl, beside herself with may fitly- welcome Mr. Spencer as a
culunger and he stood up in the boat
her hei medicine. Think how much
father’s honor I” cried the Celt. “They
here
they
ripped
over
our
feather
beds
“Tel! them my papa is good,” cried evil speech Jesus bore, and we are his shame still never doubted that her in friend. It has been said—and, we be broke open our chests, smashed crock and pulled on the oar-lock as hard as j need compelling to do right if this is
he could. I ought not to have done the road ye’re leading them. Ye can
nocence could be proved. But the lieve, with trnth—that he has found a
the child. “You said you would see followers.”
trial came. All the malice of y-ears greater number of intelligent and syjp? ery and stole our chickens, I never it, but I loosened the line from the oar gae elsewhere for money; but ye’ll
urn every day where lie had to go and
Ruth went to her room; when she
layed i t up again ’em, but my wife can’t lock, and when it slacked up pa went find napp ip tho parish that’ll put more
live Tell them, Oh Mr, Martin >i returned to the study-, her adopted, and all the indignation that was inspired pathetic readers ,jn this country than
iaitji ip a bit of paper than in a neigh,
by the evi| deed they really believed in England. This sympathy may be forget it. When we reach the house right over the side of the boat, and lior’s word o’ honor and his fear o’
yhe ’ll take a squint at ye and ask if struck on his pants’ and split a hole in
T h e L ittle Bridge.

Interesting Paragraphs.

short distance above the elbow. At
the latter point it left.the arm and took
hold of the body and, ranging down
the right side left the body at tlis right
foot. Wherever the lightening touched
Mr. Cleveland it left a very red mark
—in fact almost a blister—but other
wise the lightning left no trace on his
person,
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The dome of the Washington Cap
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itol is being painted and it will take fif
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teen tons of white lead.
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The Indians at Standing Rock Agen
cy have raised this year 150 bushels of
wheat, 6,500 bushels of oats, 10,000
bushels of corn, and 5,000 bushels of
* 0» o OD
potatoes, besides a good supply of
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squashes, pumpkins, melons, beans, One of Life’s Oddities in Louisiana.
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and other farm products.
From the Colifax Chronicle.
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A singular and unfortunate accident
The Philadelphia street railroad Com
Result in the County.
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I n his annual report to the Secre panies, roused by the complaints of occured in this town last Monday
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Special dispatch to the I ndependent
tary of War General Sherman has point passengers, have undertaken to pro nigrht, which resulted in the death of a
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N orristown, November 8, 1882
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ed out that not more than about sixty- hibit smoking on the cars. Smokers negro boy about sixteen years ot age.
Democratic county ticket elected. six per cent, of any army can be relied are not tolerated even on the front In company with three or four white
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platforms. A similar reform is being boys, he was walking along the street
Evans probably elected Congressman upon for actual battle or field service,
selling sugar-cane with the big blade of 5*
forced in Chicago.
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A Philadelphia woman who called
AND STAIR CARPETS !
era £
at least 25,000 soldiers are needed for herself an electropathic physician and gro boy ran up from behind and play £¿4
W.
figures as yet.4.
the wants of this'country, the limit of was noted as a quack seems to have be fully jumped on his back. The jostle
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caused the knife blade to enter his
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And now for new issues I
the army ought to be extended to 30,- lieved in herself for she treated herself breast about two inches, and either
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which
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Pattison is 000, so as to make it possible to keep
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Of the Most Durable and Comfortable Kind to fit any Bed.
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falling down stairs, refusing to have a penetrated his heart or cut an artery
the actual fighting force up to 25,000 regular practitioner called in, and died close to it. He sank to his knees with
00
elected. Now for the reform.
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an exclamation of pain, and in a few
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through her own unskilfulness.
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T he voice of the people has been all the time.
miutes fell over dead.
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F or sale and put up , when desired.
Our Stock has been selected with
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A mob took Andrew Elliott out of
heard in tones not to be misunderstood. A Lancaster Fire-Bug Convicted.
„■S go
that
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and
judgment
that
will
warrant
us
to
guarantee it to be as represented.
A Riot In South Carolina.
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and
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L ancaster, November 3.—George
T he Herald ring made a bad mess of
Ü
justed
a
rope
round
his
neck;
but
he
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Come
and
learn
prices.
Brimmer, a young man, twenty-one
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it this time, as usual. What a wreck! years of age, was this evening convic argued convincingly that his crime did A DESPERATE FIGHT BETWEEN NEGROES
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not
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and
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in August last. Brimmer, familiarly
V a r n v i l l e , November 6.— Yesterday
lynchers took; his view of the matter.
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morning Policeman Robert Reid, of
A ccording to the latest returns the known as “Tid” among his companions
The railroads carried a million per Hamp on Court House, threatened to
next Congress will be democratic, with was the daring young leader of a hard
gang, suspected of being implicated in sons into Philadelphia during the week take a pistol from Jake Gantt, a negro.
a majority of thirty.
B 3 EN P R O V : d
the incendiarism that for a long time of the Penn celebration; but trade was Thereupon thé latter went to the town
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terrorized the city. He was caught almost at a standstill, neither visitors of Brunson, colleced about twenty ne
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P u re Drugs and S pices,
P resident Artur completed his pri almost in the very act of firing the nor residents buying much while the
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groes and returned to Hampton Court
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vate business in New York, and what Ranck barn and, the evidence against show was going on. The hotels and House. Upon seeing Gantt Reed
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ratsthat you are a riniotim
. usb i'-i c y -W o u t a t o n c e , (drujrhim was overwhelming. At the time theatres made money out of the crowds again insisted that he should give up
a wreck he left behind him !
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Patent Medicines, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Liniment,
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The doctrine is held by a few Polish the spot Reed, Nowell Gerald Samuel
r:d xvcakncsrw i. K idney-'Vv o r t i s unsurpas.jedi
a little leisure time now to meditate it is believed he had a hand in setting Jews that a good man may sell his Dewitt Major Cansey and H. A. Peep
i t w i l l a c t p r o m p tly a n d s a fe ly ..
_ . EfU ter S e x . I n c o n tin e n c e , r e te n tio n o* urine,
it
on
fire.
He
was
indicted
for
this
of
les.
Upward
of
fifteen
negroes
fired
upon the uncertainties involved in ad
claim upon heaven. This belief is bas
r ic k clu i t o r r o p y d e p o s its , a n d d u l l d r c itg in g
A G U E
F I L L S ,
L I V E D
P I L L S ,
fense and the bill was taken up imme ed on the Rabbinical proved, “ Good upon Reed, who was almost instantly
a in s, a il s p e e d ily y i e l d to i t s c u r a tiv e p o w er.
vancing pets for office.
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diately upon his conviction of the for deeds buy the future world,” which is killed. The negroes then turned upon
T he Teachers’ Institute held in Music mer crime. It is believed the result of interpreted by most Jews to mean that the other whites and severely beat and
the trials will have a salutary effect in
Newell, Gerald and Dewitt. Mr.
Hall, Norristown last week is spoken checking the operation of the organ by doing good one may secure for him cut
J O S E P H W . C U I.B E R T ,
Peeples jumped upon his horse saying:
self
happy
immortality.
Harris
UdoUNDAY PAPERS.
of as the most successful ever held in ized band of fire-bugs, whose bold vitch of Troy bargained to buy Louis “ I will go to Yarnuille and summon
Two Doors above Post Office.
crimes have been the means of increas Cohen’s heavenly claim for $120, but some help.” When he reached the
the county.
different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
ing the insurance rates in the city and Cohen backed out of the agreement edge of the town he was waylaid bj; beThe
delivered to those wishing to purchase along
R ambo will no doubt reflect upon causing some companies to refuse fur and the result was a fracas which sent two negroes who stopped his horse and the line of Collegeville,. Freeland and Trappe,
exclaimed : “You are the rascal going every Sunday morning,
the sad and dreary wastes of political ther risks upon property here.
Udovitch to jail.
COFFEES, TEAS, SI’ICES,
for help to Yarnville.” Thereupon
H3HRY YOST,
disappointment.
The ring that nomi
The Rev. Dr. Arthur T. Pierson told they dragged him from his horse and News Agent,
A Funeral Instead of a Wedding.
Collegeville.
nated him should sympathize with him.
the Presbyterian Synod of Indiana stabbed him with a knife on the left
that
pastors
too
often
made
idols
of
A YOUNG BALTIMOREAN, ON HIS WAY TO
thigh and .side. They were brutally
S talwartism must bite the dust.
their church edifices. ‘T had a magni beating him when seeing that he would i^UDPJrO R ’S NOTICE.
BE MARRIED, FALLS OVERBOARD AND
And by the way, stalwartism is not
ficent church in 1875,” he said,” and probably be killed, he résorted to the
IS DROWNED.
In the Orphans’ Court, of Montgomery County.
F ull Stock of N otions, H osiery. Ac.
$35,000 was spent on the interior dec ruse of calling on an absent friend to Estates
Republicanism.
It was the mixture Special Dispatch to the Times.
of Henry Cresingerand Mary Crcsinger
The B st Cigars ai d Tob teco,
oration.
Then
and
there
I
said
to
God
late
of
Upper
Providence
township
Montgomery
come to his assistance with a pistol.
that proved disastrous.
B altimore, Md., Nov. 6.—August
deceased.
that I would renounce all the idols of This had the desired effect and after County,
The undersigned Auditor appointed by said
Westfield, aged thirty-three, was to
J ust think of it. Ben Butler elected have been married this evening to Miss which I had been made conscious if He cutting the bridle reins the negroes Court to make distribution of the balance re
would
only
let
me
do
His
work
Wliile
maining
in the' hands of Frank M. Hobson
left him. The negroes had not the
Governor of Massachusetts by 15,000 Julia Sewell, an interesting and at
I was praying for this blessing the slightest provocation, as Reed was dis Executor of said estates hereby gives notice that For all kinds of wear has been judiciously selected, and will be disposed of at
he will meet all parties interested, for the pur
majority. Nothing can be unexpected tractive girl of nineteen, and the ar church took fire and in half an hour it
bottom figures. Repairing done. Goods delivered free. Patronage
charging his duty. Threats were made pose of his appointment, at his Office, No. 315
rangement for the nuptial ceremony
this year in politcs.
Swede Street, Norristown, Pa., on Saturday the
was
in
ashes.”
by
the
negroes
that
many
more
whites
kindly solicited.
had been completed. Instead of a wed
16th day of September 1882, at 10 o’clock a.
would
bite
the
dust
by
Tuesday
nigot.
to
Thomas
N.
Doutney,
a
temperance
when
and
where
said
parties
are
requested
ding,
however,
there
was
a
death,
and
T he Norristown Times' political huF. B. SUSHQHa* Trapps, Pa.
E. L. HALLMAN.
attend.
revivalist has been holding meetings in
Auditor.
. morist is sadly out of tune.
He is the corps of Westfield now lies at Miss a tent at Providence. Several weeks
Six
Kicking
Mules.
Sewell’s house, while the young lady is
gunning after the big imaginary major critically ill from nervous prostration. ago he held up an emaciated baby be
1882.
1882.
ity for Rambo.
But it was only a Westfield lived on Loucust Point, and fore an audience and said that it was AN OCCURRENCE IN GUATEMALA FULLY ReQuick
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s
.
At
The
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Profits.
PORTED BY AN ENERGETIC JOURN
after attiring himself in his wedding actually starving its mother having
dream, poor fellow!
ALIST .IN OREGON.
costume this morning stepped on a neglected it while off on a spree.
E ternal V igilance in guarding the Broadway ferry-boat. He remarked to This exhibit of one of the evils of in From the Portland Standard.
Tlic old and favorite hotel furnishes the best
A Standard reporter yesterday ’accomodations to man and beast. No better
You w ill find at all times a large and well •selected Stock o f
rights, interests and demands of the some one that he felt chilly, and going temperance induced several persons
to
sign
the
pledge.
Now
comes
an
ac
water in the country. The bar is always
whole nation must be the watchword forward seated himself on the rail in the count of the infant’s death. None of heard the following story from the lips
supplied
with
the
best
liquors
and
cigars.
sunshine.' Wlien the boat was within
of a well-known citizen: “ While in
ICE CREAM during the summer seas’!)?!.
for the future. It is the only card that fifty feet of the pier he was seen to tiie reformers saved it from starvation. Guatemala recently I was traveling
Teams to hire. Boai-dcrs taken at i-easonwill win.
throw up his hands and fall overboard, It was left with its mother, who turned from Esquintla to the capital city over
Gents’ Furnish int/ Goods, Gents' whole sails made to order ; §5,00 and upwards,
able rates.
shouting hs he did so, “ Help 1” The it over to a “baby farmer,” and the Cor one of the most rugged and villainous
from a. large Stock o f plain and. fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.
I t was Cameronism that was defeat boat was stopped, and a tug also assis oner says that it died for lack of nour roads to be found probably the wide
PU RE FRESH
world over. On nearing the summit of F. A. Lehman, Solicitor of American and Foied in the Keystone State.
The party ted in the effort to rescue him, but he ishment.
that accomplishes the most good for never re-appeared on the surface. Later
A Detroit saloon keeper advertises a high range of hills where a turn of eign Patents. Washington, D. C. All business
with Patents’, whether before the Pat
the whole country will be successful in in the day the body was recovered and that he has paid $300 for a year’s the road revealed an immense ravine connected
Office or the Courts, promptly attended to.
removed to Miss Sewell’s residence. license to sell liquors, but that he or chasm some five hundred feet deep ent
No'
charge
made unless a patent is secured. Fall Lineofthe Best Q U E E N SW A R E , G L A SSW A R E , WOOD and W ILLO W the future.
She had not previously been notified, means to voluntarily restrict his busi I overtook a Mexican riding a mule, Send for circular.
W ARE, H A R D W A R E nd C U T L E R Y .
with a string of five more attached to
and was at once taken with violent con
“ Government of the people, by the vulsions, requiring the aid of several ness within certain moral bounds. ¿‘To the leader. The custom of leadingB o o t s Bl S h o e s D ir e c t fr o m th e F a c t o r y .
people and for the people,” and not persons to subdue her. Her condition the wife who has a drunkard for a hus mules in that country is as follows:
band,” he says in an advertisement, “or
bosses of the people, for the people this evening is quite serious.
Their
tails
are
tied
in
■
knots,
with
a
PAINTS a n d OILS.
a friend who is dissipated I say em
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
bunch
of
grass
or
cornstalk
leaves
fast
and by the people, if you please, my
phatically, give me notice of such cases
Eii Constantly adding new goods I am able to keep up a good selection.
An Insane Mother.
and all such shall be excluded from ened to each as a bit. A strip of cow
countrymen!
hide is firmly tied from the tail of the
J O 3 . C f. G O T W A L S ,
N ew Y ork, (Wt. 31.—Mrs. Seguin, my place. Let fathers, mothers, sis
T he elections on Tuesday in Massa aged thirty-six, the wife of Drr. Edward ters do likewise and their requests leading mule around the neck of the
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to
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G.
Gotwals]
I’.
O.
Address,
Phamixville,
Penn’a.
Upper Providence Square, MontgvCo.
one
following,
and
so
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to
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last.
chusetts, Virginia, Maryland, Georgia. C. Seguin, shot and killed her three shall be regarded. I pay a heavy tax The rider mounts the leader and urges
North Carolina, Connecticut, South young children this afternoon and then for the privilege of selling whiskey and him on by a vigorous application of
other liquors and I want it distinctly
Carolina, Delaware, California, Texas, killed herself, at No. 41 West Twen understood that I have no deisire to whip and spur, the baited tails enticetieth street. There is no other cause
Tennessee, Louisana and South Caro known for the terrible tragedy than in sell to drunkards or minors, or to the ing the rest to follow.
“The leading mule stumbling over a
lina have Resulted in democratic success. sanity in the. mother. The children poor or destitute. I much prefer that
boulder,
the rider commenced to yell,
were Edward D., aged six years, John they save their money and put it where whip and spur. This unlooked for in
The Result.
Van Duyn, aged five and Jeanne aged it will do the most good to their fam dignity made the mule lash out, reach
llunsicker's St. re Rahn Station is unsurpassed in Variety,
At G
The result of the election in this four years. They were all shot through ilies.”
ing the head of No. 2 with a terrific
l Price. \\'e mention the principi! Dép.ir'thents:
Qu.dity
State will correspond with what was the head and instantly killed. The A Georgia Couple Whose. Living whack. He aroused and insulted, did
mother’s death was as sudden and
The undersigned takes pleasure in announclikewise with like result to no. 3, who ing to the public th a t he is prepared to fill all
foreshadowed in this column last week. probably painless as theirs. The fright
K« Ì O I I S .
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followed suit on to No. 4 Ditto from 4 orders for Harness a t short notice and at reason
Pattison’s majority over Beaver will ful feature of the tragedy is the man
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come before the people with better ad had been despondent from physical ilyMr.
hound to exeel. Come and see us.
***“ Every truth has two sides ; look C
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Johnston,
had
he
lived
in
ancient
our stock and learn our prices. Our
No trouble to show goods. Special bar
causes for some time, but she had no
at both before committing yourself to ST® o
vantages.
object is not merely to sell you one bill,
gains in remnant calicoes, of which we.
symptons of insanity. She was a small Rome, would by this time have been either.” Kidney-Wort challenges the Sir *<
n
s
X
hut
to
secure
your
regular
patronage
by
WWOtO
have a large stock on hand.
entitled to several pensions according
fair dealing.
H ad General Beaver been presented slim woman of nervous temperament. to their laws which began to reward closet scrutiny of its ingredients and
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to the people as a candidate for Gover there was no family trouble. Dr. Seguin paternity when eight children were its grand results. It has nothing to » a. ù ®
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the
methods
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remedies,
for
the
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would have defeated Pattison or any upon hearing the dreadful- news was ing proportion as the family grew. Mrs cure of constipation and disordered
We can give you no adequate idea of
The largest stock of Stockings and
Johnston would certainly have won the
the stock and variety of Notions, you
other Democrat. In personal integrity utterly prostrated.
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g
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Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. Stock
kidneys.
But
those
that
have
use
must
call,'see for yourself and be con
i
f
praise of Napoleon, who when Madame Kidney-Wort, agree that it is by far s - KjçDJg
He
is
in
a
state
of
mental
distress
and
O
r
?
ings
from 5 cents up. Stockings that
909
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 25
he is the peer of any of his several
?09
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were sold at 15 to 20 cents per pair are
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D scr
under the care of a physician. His wife de Stael, thinking of herself asked him the best medicine known. Its action 3‘Ïd w i
cents to $1.25. White handkerchiefs, 6
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selling at 10 cents. We can supply you
competitors, and could he have stood was the daughter of a Massachusetts “who was the noblest woman in France"
00J*4 9 ^ 05 1«D«s "
for 25. Full stock of Ladies’ and Gent’s
with any variety or specialty that you
©
3
neckwear. Please remember us when
on his own cause, the Republican ma farmer. The young couple moved in replied: “ She who bears the most sons is prompt, thorough and lasting.
o . 8.3.3
may desire, so give us a call.
in need.
for
her
defense.”
The
Johnstons
are
a
jority of the State would have elected the best society. The family occupied
ANTED,
Remember that our Stock of Crockery and Queensware is
him ; but he was crushed by the Cam a five story brown stone house, elegant notable couple.
*5*MÖ Hë
the largest in this section of the county. Any
Twelve hat-trimmers, (ladies), immediately.
b* r* Kg
thing that you may desire we can supply
eron machine from the start, and his ly -furnished. The three servants in How Lightning Marked
Texan
Apply at the office of
IRON BRIDGE HAT
the house noticed during the day that
you with at bottom figures.
r
f
N
efforts to extricate himself before the Mrs. Seguin was moody.
From the Dallas News.
MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION.
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We extend our heartiest thanks to the public for the liberal
"aii ''„Tq
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people were fruitless.
Even a shrewd
At Denton on Sunday of last week
received in the past, and seek the present method of extending an invitation to all, old
LLEGEYILLE NEWS STAND.
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Horseshoes made of three thick W. H. Cleveland was struck by light
political campaigner could not have
•i £
customers
and
new,
to
iurtfier
favor
us
with
their
patronage.
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met the grave embarrassments which nesses of green rawhide compressed in ning and knocked senseless, but re
Subscriptions taken for all the leading daily
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confronted Beaver, and his inexperience a steel mould are used to some extent covered soon after. An examination and weekly papers, and popular magazines at
+Ö 0 0
5 sp 05P 05 05
T
-n *.a D
- Rahn Station Pa.,
lowest office prices. The Philadelphia Weekly
Iron Bridge P. O.
? * to C5 05CD to
in the skilful parries and thrusts of the in England. They weigh about a quar showed that the lightning struck Mr the
Press, $1.50 per year, with large and beautiful
trained disputant, made him helpless ter as much as an iron shoe, and are Cleveland on the back of the right map of Pennsylvania, as a premium.
*
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
hand, continuing down the arm to a
in his own battle.— Times,
said to wear longer.

Providence Independent.

R obeson has been snowed under in

New Jersey. His record was too much
to carry with him. It dragged him down.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
If ever a defeat was deserved this one
was. By the way, the River and Har
T R A P P E , M ONTG ., CO., P E N N A.
bor statesmen generally, appear to
have been laid on the shelf high and
Editor
and
Proprietor.
E. S. MOSER,
dry, irrespective of party., The people
demand honesty in public officials these
Thursday, November 9, 1882,
days, and he who runs may read.
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TAPESTRY, INRAIN, RAG, HEMP,

SPRING M A TTR ESSES

G. W . O ZIA S, Jr., Trappe, Pa.
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ü® DRUG a n d P R E S C R I P T O I

COUGH - - -
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STORE!

CANDY.

(Motel Powder, for Gap, Roapa and Ctolera,

F R E S H

O -F O C E R IE S I

C A N N E D F R U I T , D R I E D F R U FE, &C.

Syrups and Sugars, Fresh and purs.

B O O T S A-3STX0 S H O E S

T r a p p e Hotel,

( o i i .m l k

J. S. FREDERICK, Prop’r.

store,

O '’

D r y G oods a n d N o tio n s.

P A T E N T S .

Cr 33L O O E H, I E S j

Harness Emporium,

JOIN G. DETWILER Proprietor.

w

DRY

.G RO CER IES

Clothes and Cassimers:

John &. Detwiler.

IM P L E M E N T S

n o t i o n s

Soots & Shoes

Calicoes :

,

STOCKINGS ate HOSIERY:
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G . F . H U N S IC K E R ,

The ladies who were taken sick, were
stopping with the family of Chas. Gar
ber, Esq., on Swede street, with chills,
severe pain in the head, and vomiting.
Thursday, November 9, 1882.
They had eaten canned beef for supper,
and this was first supposed to be the
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
cause of their sickness,but three physi
This paper has a larger circulation cians were called in, all of whom agree
in this section o f the count)/ than any that the case is one of malaria. Henry
B. Garber, Esq., son of Charles Garber,
other paper published, .¡is an adver- was similarly affected add was the most
tisirtg medium the 11Independent" ranks seriously ill.—Norristown Herald.
among the most desirable papers, having
A party of friends, numbering about
a large and steadily increasing circvla 30, surprised Mrs. Charles Yost, of
tion in various localities throughout the Collegeville,last Wednesday evening,by
suddenly taking possession of the house
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub whilst she was engaged in ironing. The
evening was spent in a pleasant man
Usher to make the “Independent" one o f ner, and at 10 o’clock justice was done
the best local and general newspapers to the good things prepared by the
in the county, or anywhere else, and to visitors. The ammusements engaged
this end we invite -correspondence from in during the evening were novel and
entertaining, and the illuminating char
every section.
acter of Barney’s mustache was duly'
appreciated as one of the cheering
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
phases of the event.

Providence Independent

We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
follows:
FOR P H U .A D E I.rn iA AND POINTS SOUTH.

Milk.............. .......................................... 6.24 a. m.
A ccom m odation..................... ........... 8.25a. m.
M arket................ ...................................1.25 p. m.
A c c o m o d a t i o n ........................................ 4.45 p. m .
F O R A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .

M ail................ ........................................7.44 a. m.
Accomodation............................ .-.... ..9.14 a. m.
Market.............................................. .......3.13 p. m.
Accommodation.................................... 6.38 p. m.
SU N D A Y S— S O U T H .

M ilk.........................................................6.24 a. m.
Accomodation,.................. - .................. 5.12 p. ru.
NORTH.

Accommodation..................................... 9.35 a. m.
Milk.........................................................6.06 p. m.

By mutual arrangement the citizens
of Grater’s Ford have placed in differ
ent parts of the village nine street
lamps, to be lighted during dark
evenings. This is certainly a manifes
tation of commendable enterprise.
Do not try to pull down the man
who seems to be rising above you ; for
if he is worth}: he will slip out of your
hands, and yon will be the one that
drops in public estimation.

Now is the time to push the turkeys
—i.f you have been fortunate enough to
raise a flock. Turkeys will bring a
good price. The crop is short. The
times are good and many people will
have their Thanksgiving turkey if they
can get it. They will bring a better
price probably at Thanksgiving than at
any other time in the year. Feed well
now and be ready to take advantage of
the market. Even if they bring a cent
or two more a pound at Christmas, it
costs a good deal to keep them until
then.—Farm Journal.
Rev. A. R. Thompson, of Lionsville,
Chester county, a graduate of Ursinus
College and well known to many ad
miring friends in this section, filled the
pulpit in St. Luke’s Reformed church,
ast Sunday morning and evening. The
attendance on both occasions was large.
The Reverend gentleman is a pleasant
speaker, a good thinker, and has a pracr
tieal and forcible way of expressing
himself. We believe Mr. Thompson
will' attain very considerable promin
ence in the ministry in the future.

ery county, P a .; Frederick Geyer and
Sallie Geyer, of Gilbertsville; A. G.
Krause, of Number 519 Market street:
Jonas G. Krause, of Gilbertsville; F.
G. Krause, of Fagleyville, Montgomery
county; Conrad G. Krause, Crooked
H ill; Mrs. Jeremiah Kolk, Crooked
Hill; Daniel II. Kulp, East Coventry,
Chester county; William Buchert,
Zieglersville, Montgomery county;
Lewis Johnson, Perkiomenville, Mont
gomery ; Harry B. Wart man, No. 116
Bringhurst street, Germantown ; Will
iam B. Wartman, No. 39 Maplewood
Av., Germantown, and Anna M. Rodebaugh, No. 457 Green Lane, Roxborough. There are other’heirs who have
not yet been traced.
Mr. Geyer’s intercourse with rela
tives in Pennsylvania was limited, and
it was a long time before they could
learn the particulars of his death. The
claims of the heirs were then intrusted
to T. D. Rupp, a West Philadelphia
claim agent, now deceased. Much val
uable testimony was collected, and the
heirs felt confident of a speedy and suc
cessful termination of their claim, when
Mr. Rupp’s death,,about a year since,
put a stop to proceedings. He
was possessed of information, not re
duced to writing^ concerning methods
of procedure that makes it necessary
to go over the ground again. The heirs
have now engaged William H. Druen,
pension claim agent, and will appoint
a committee composed of one member
from each of the five branches of the
family to assist in the prosecution of
the claim.

Home Flashes and Stray

Sparks

From Abroad.

—The agony is over.
■ —No Independents need apply- -for
admission to the stalwart boat.
—The Independents must build a
canoe of their own.
—Parlor surprises are fashionable.
—College students'are’popular with
the village maidens. They always
were. Good for the students.
—Billy—the—worker is fixing up
the hulk. Repainting, cleansing, &c.
—Mr. Jacob G. T. Landis, of Telford
raised a beat that measured 30-j inches
in circumference, and wheighing 15
pounds.

Stock Sales.

P IT B L IO

Cows averaged $61 at Allebach’s
sale at Perkiomen Bridge on Monday.
His next sale will be held on Monday
afternoon next, at 1 o’clock.
D. Potteiger will sell a fine lot of
Ohio cows at Frederick’s hotel on next
Monday afternoon.
W. C. Foresman will sell at public
sale on Friday afternoon, November
17, at Frederick’s Hotel, an extra lot
of Fresh cows. He says they beat any
thing he has ever shipped, and can
prove the fact when he arrives.

W IN T E R GOODS.

The largest variety of new cloths for Ladies
—Governor Hoyt has issued a proc-. Suits ever yet shown in Pottstown at one time
lamation setting apart Thursday, Nov can now be seen at Leopold's.
ember 30, as Thanksgiving day.
If you want a cheap cloth suit or a very fine
you can find it, with braid or plush to match
—The first reliable observation of one
at Leopold’s.
the transit of Yenus was made by
We have the best $1 Black Silk we ever saw.
David Rittenhouse, of Norriton, this Also new higher grades in the best makes, war
county.
ranted not to cut. Howard Leopold.
Onr Dress Making Department is opened all
We needn’t import any saur krout or
the year round and for a long time we have not
potatoes this year.
had less than fifteen to twenty-five ladies at work
—Mr. Geoage A. Pierce, the well- in the dullest season of the year, and between
known stationer of Norristown, died forty and sixty in the busy seasons. Howard
Leopold.
on Friday at Faribault Minnesota.
Do you want a pretty little suit of clothes for
—In December the Methodists of your little boy ? You can get it made to order
this country will celebrate the one hun at Leopold’s, at a less price than it can he bought
dredth anniversary of their first Con in Phila.
The Result in the Upper District. ference in Baltimore. It will prove a
The largest stock of new Cloths and Cassimeres in Pottstown, is at Leopold’s. There are
Notwithstanding the drizzling, damp grand occasion.
nice new green mixtures direct from the manu
weather, the political managers of both
—The Phoenixville, Pottstown and facturers.
parties, and of the third party, were Reading Railroad, which is to run from
If you want to see a thousand dollars worth of
on the election grounds in this district Phoenixville to Reading, has been lo plushes
go to Leopold’s.
early, imbued with the determination to cated as far as Spring City.
We have opened a large new line of stockings
fight the battle, of the ballots to the
in choice colors. Leopold.
end. The forces were well marshaled. _—Adolphus says this place is well
You can get underwear for children, ladies or
The democrats were the most enthusi supplied with promenading female men in every size and many qualities at Leo
'
,
astic and hopeful, and succeeded in spies. .
poid’s. . .
polling a large vote as compared with
The day we had the sewing machine sale was
—B
i
lly-the-wo
rker
a
lively
Camother years. The Independents were
so very rainy that that no ladies came o n ly ,
paigner.
He
is
a
good
steersman,
looked after by the venerable Cooper,
dozen men who wanted machines. Now we hav
and Billy the worker,—stalwart when too, so they say.
thirty-three Machines in various makes to sell
it suits him—antagonized the Indepen * —All aboard—if you can’t .aboard very cheap. If you want one nearly as good as
dents in his usual manner,—more forci- go it alone.
new for $8 or $10, more or less, call at our store
able than elegant.
Rare-chance. We warrant some of them for
The following shows the number of
three years and some for five years. Leopold.
S H E R IF F ’S S A L E S .
For Flannels, all sorts, Leopold’s.
votes received by each candidate, in
The following properties are adver
Fine new neckwear at Leopold’s.
this Upper District of Upper Provi
tised to he sold by Sheriff FrankenWe have so often told yon about the adyan
dence :
field on the 22d of November :
tages in buying Ladies or Children’s Coats of
Governor.
Two houses and lots situate in Swede- us, that it seems almost unnecessary to repeat it,
James A. Beaver, r
204
Robert E. Pattison, d
188 land, Upper Merion, belonging to David We make tnem ourselves and sell them cheaper
than city made can be retailed, and they, are
John Stewart, i
20 Mulholland.
Two acres of land in Upper Provi much better made. For a handsome Dolman or
Lieutenant Governor.
Coat it will pay to call on us.
W. D. Davis, r •
207 dence township, property of John Mani
LEOPOLD.
fold.
Channoy F. Black, d
186
229 High Street, Pottstown
Three story house and 30 acres in

J jn
Ltr a spsfc §p

F I1E S H CO W S ! !

a s e s o f *:he K k in e y

mm

Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY
NOVEMER 13, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, I Car
«ggytj^Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
■fKTTC—lrom Hunt; count}7. Good Judgment was
exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
will be to thA interest of purchasers to attend
sale. Sale at' 1- o’clock p. m.
Conditions hy
H. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auet.
J . G. Detwiler. clerk.

iV '
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P U B L IC S A L E

SOLD 3Y DfèU&eur/r:

OF

F
R ESH
C O W S.
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MODAY, NOV.

M ARRIAG ES.
On November 2d, 1882, at the Lutheran Par
sonage, Trappe, Pa., hy Rev. O. P. Smith, Mr.
Jeremiah Lantz, of Bethlehem, Pa., and Miss
Emma F. Myers, of Trappe, Pa.

S A L E

OF

13,1882, At Frederick’s Hotel Trappe, One Carfg f& 'L o a d of Fresh Cows! These cow s^f^M
were purchased in- Western Penn-J ^ y
sylvania by the subscriber, who says they are a
fine lot, including a number of extra heavy ones.
He spared no pains in selecting* the right kind,
so favor him with your presence and bids. Sale
to commence at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
D. McFeat, auct.
DANIEL POTTEIGER.

NEm

SPRING and
SUM M ER

HATS!

The largest assortment, lowest prices, and
LA T E S T S T Y L E S . The only place to find a
full ljne of Mens’

Furnishing

Goods,

in Pottstown. Agent for Knox'es Hats, the
Globe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,

BURGLAR ALARM!

The best ever invented. Protect your families
and jrour cash against the invasion of burglars.
It must be seen to be appreciated.
JOHN G. DETWILER, U. Providence Square.
Sole Agent for Upper Providence.

E•,217M
0 Root,
High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
BULBS, PLA M TS,

PO R SALE.

FOR W IN T E R -

A Good Dwelling House, at Collegeville, on
Reasonable Terms. Inquire of
J. SHELLY WEINBERGER,
Guardian of Lillie Raysor.

And Spring Blooming,

F OR SALE.

Hyaciitl, Tulip, C*os, Narcissus,

In the Borough of Norristown, A Three-Story
Brick House, with all the modern improvements.
Is well located, and is a desirable residence in
every respect. For further particulars apply to,
or address,
G. D. DETWILER,
Skippackville, P. O., Pa.

And other bulbs for fall planting at very low
prices.

F

OR RENT

After October 1st, 1882, to a small family, a
comfortable Tenement in the Post Office building
at Collegeville. Three rooms and a small kitchen
on the first floor, and three on the second, good
well of water, large chicken house and a garden
attached. Inquire at
POST OFFICE.

N0TTICE TO GUNNERS.
The undersigned hereby give notice that no

Just Received from Holland a very fine lot of

P

L

A

N

T

S

I

Carnations, Cyclamens,

Primroses, Geraniums, &c,,
For Winter and Spring blooming.
Also, orders received for the Celebrated new
Wheat, called

“ The Landreth W heat.”
Samples can be seen at my office. Farmers
should give this Wheat a thorough trial, as it
is no common article.

tresspassing will be allowed on their premises
John D. H art: of Norristown, buil
for gunning, hunting, <fcc. Offenders will be
Respectfully,
;
' J. K. Beaver, this place, is having a der and contractor, has been for some
dealt with strictly according to law.
portico hitched to the front part of his time past engaged in erecting the Ham
Sebastian Kohl,
Limerick.
HORACE RIMBY,
Francis S. Peterman,
“
mansion. The improvement is a good ilton’s Riverside paper mill, at Lafay
SEED SM AN and FLO R IST.
Jacob
Garber,
Upper
Providence
one and’ will add greatly to the fine ette Station, this counts While the
Rebecca and Catharine Hiltebeitel, Upper Prov. Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa.
appearance of the residence. Anthony workmen were at work Tuesday after
B. F. Garber,
Upper Providence.
Josiah Prizer,
Foley is doing the carpenter work, and noon of last week, a portion of the wail
John
Wanner,
fell down. James Lownes was fatally
is doing it well.
M. D. Schrack,
injured and Joseph Layholdt and a
M. R. Schrack,
A bushel of potatoes is worth 30 to colored man were seriously hurt. The
D. H. Grubb,
Abraham
Rahn,
40 cents for the starch it contains. On accident was caused by the dampness
•West
<< Perkiomen.
n
Daniel
G. Landis,
an average potatoes contain 15 to I t of the weather. James Lownes died
Ann Rittenhouse,
Upper Providente.
per cent, of starch ; some kinds—those soon after the accident from the injuries
II. R. Evans,
Philip Williard,
that are well grown, thoroughly ripen received. The deceased was a brother
Levi
Bird
Duff,
i
Isaac
F. Aldcrfer,
East Perkiomen.
20
ed, heavy and free from disease—con of Thomas Lownes, Ralm Station.
M. Rambo,
Lower Providence.
Norriton,
the
property
of
John
T.
Philadelphia
Produce
Market.
Secretary
Internal
Affairs.
tain 20 to 25 per cent.
D.
H.
Casselberry,
John M. Greer, r
208 Bayley.
F i .ouk .
J. H. Hammer,
Upper Providence.
H ad His Fingers Cut Off.
A most reliable remedy for the speedy.; and
Lot of land in Norristown, the prop Pennsylvania Extra Family___
Daniel Fryer,
J.
Simpson
Africa,
d
Benjamin Markley, living with David
186
certain cure of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises,
5 00 ®
John Dugan, of Phcenixville, mount Geo. W. Merrick, i
Roberts, Worcester township, while ed a coal train on Friday afternoon in
Neuralgia,
Headache, Toothache, Stiff*'joints,
19 erty of Franklin and Susanna Lukens. Western E x tra..................
@ 6 25
Sores, Pain in the Side, Back o,r.’ Limbs,
TICE,
House and lot of Beter Bowman, in Rye Flour........................
4 25 @ 4 37
husking corn last Friday, was surprised tending to deadhead it to Pottstown.
Judge Supreme Court.
Burns or Scalds, Sore Throat, FrbsteduFeet, ’Soft
j AY. H. If a wie, r
to See his dog in pursuit of a red fox.
206 Telford.
f
Corns, Chapped Hands, Mumpsf X^uinsj*, Bites
When the train reached that place he Silas M. Clark, d
In
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
of
Montgom
House
and
lot
of
Michael
Kavanaugb,
He Seized a stone and hurled it at Reyn- jiimbed
or
Stings of Insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps
188
Red Wheat.
108 ® 108A ery County, Pa.
off a short distance above the Geo. J un kin, i .
Of September Term 1882. Colic, Diarrhoea, and air Cases where thefe is
in Cheltenham.
nard with such -accuracy - as^to : strike
@ 89
19
No.
27.
Hanover street crossing. In doing so
pain .or. distress ,
- ,;V.
.....
O ats........
40 @ 47
House and lot in Hatfield, the prop Rye---him upon the head. The stranger ex he
Judge.
$5§r*The. Magnetic Liniment will give Speedy
Catharine Flick by her next 1
----was thrown on his back, and in his Charles IL President
75. .©
erty
of
Henry
Sloman,
with
notice
to
pired immediately.
Stinson,
r
Relief, if applied to the parts affected. ^ ^ j ' ■
friend Henry Mumbowr,
> Alia» Subpoena
229
efforts to save himself, unthinkingly B. M. Boyer, ci
m o v is io n s .
Sold by ,all Druggists and Dealers Ju .
vs. Thomas Flick.
) Sur Divorce.
184 Antonio ÇapÜetti and Jacob M. Moyer,
threw
his
arms
out.
The
tips
of
several
generally.
A three-year-old son of Mrs. Hunter,
terre tenants.
You the said Thomas Flick, are hereby notified
24 00 @
Gongress-at-Large.
Dried Beef............
to be and appear in said Court, to be held at
15
@17
of Reynold’s. Station, Schuylkill county, of the fingers of his right’ hand reached Marriot Brosius, r
Farm of 15 acres and 65 perches of Mess
215
Beef'
Norristown, on the 4th day of December, A. D., Price 2 5 C en ts per B o ttlf T
@28 50
during the temporary absence of its the track, and the swiftly revolving M. F. Elliot, d
Wm. 0. Shaffer, in Whitemarsh and Beef Hams.............
1882, at 11 o’clock, a. m., to answer the petition
18
Prepared and for sale by
187
@19
50
wheels
cut
several
of
his
degits
off
at
mother, on Friday of last week, drank
Hams.................... ,
or libel of said Catharine Flick above named,
16 @ 17
Wm. McMichael, i
9 Springfield.
the
first
joint.
He
was
taken
to
the
Sides.......................
a large quanity of coal oil, and after
16^@ 16% for a divorce from the bonds of matrimony, and
Congress (Seventh District.)
Shoulders...............
@ 13% show cause if any you have why the said Cv.thalingering in great agony twenty-four drug store of Dr. W. J. Ashen filter, I. N. Evans, r
Collision
of
Tw
o
Horses
Which
Pickled
Shoulders.
arine Flick, your wife, should not be divorced as Dealers will find it for sale also by SMITH.
217
10K @ 10% aforesaid.
who temporarily dressed the wound,
hours died.
Lard.......................
11
W.
W.
H.
Davis,
d
@
KLINE & CO., 309 and 811 North 3d stfvetr
13%
191
Resulted in the Death of Both. *
and he was sent to his home. He is a
JOSEPH FRANKENFIELD, Sheriff.
Philadelphia.
jy,13’82.1y.
Senate.
Sheriff’s
Office,
Norristown,
Pa.
married
man
and
has
several
children.
We ave requested to announce that
Wm. B. Rambo, r
October 30th, 1882.
As Mr. George Wolf of Harmonville, Flaxseed...
213
@
1
Dugan
was
intoxicated
at
the
time.
A GEN TS WANTED.
Rev. Wm. Swindell, Presiding Elder of
W. H. Sutton, d
194 Plymouth township, was returning Timothy.. . .
Clover.........
■the North West Philadelphia district
P
R
IVATE
SALE
Assembly.
home
on
Saturday
evening,
November
Mysterious Death of A Boy.
TO SELL THE RICH NEW BOOK
of the Philadelphia conference, will ad
Henry R. Brown, r
213 4tli, from his trip of business of serv
minister the Sacrament of the Lord’s
OF
T R H iL S U R ir of SOMCr
Pkladelphia Cattle Market.
Richard Markley, r
211 ing his customers with meat, and when
Supper in St. Paul’s Methodist Epis HOW LITTLE IVAN STEINBRTGIIT VOMITED Francis Houston, r
For the HOME CIRCLE. A rich volume of
215 within sixty yards of his place of resi Beef cattle were in demand, .and prices were a R E A L
E S T A T E !
HIMSELF TO DEATH.
300 D E S I' LO VE GEMS chosen from the vcliole
copal church, Evansburg, next Sab
fraction higher. 3400 head arrived and sold at
E.
Shoemaker,
r
A
WELL
SITUATED
RESIDENCE
dence,
he
was
run
into
by
a
party
of
219
realm of Music, Usual cost, §87 ! Here oiy §2150.
On Saturday afternoon Ivan Steinbath morning at 10^ o ’clock.
the different yaids at 4j^@7%e. per pound, as to
Is offered at Private Sale, situated along the No book like it. No competition ! Sale is-im215 careless and reckless horse backers re condition.
bright, aged five years, and Mary, his John M. Cunningham, r
Skippack
Valley
in
East
Perkiomen
township,
mense
I Eminent citizens say: “ A treasury o(
John C. Dannehower, d
187 turning from a Republican political
Sheep were rather dull, but prices were firmer.
county, Pa., f i t t i n g on the public pleasure fo r every home.’’—O. H. Tiffany, D. I)'.
A corn husking match came off on sister, aged twelve, were sent on an Theo. M. Harrar, d
13,400 head arrived and sold at the different Montgomery
191
meeting
held
at
Conshohocken,
gallop
road leading from Markley’s Mill to the German “ A perfect marvel o f excellence and cheapness.”—
Thursday afternoon, on the farm of Mr. errand to the house of a neighbor. John Linderman, d
at 8%@5%c., and lambs at 4@7%c. per town
Pike, 2y2 miles from Collegeville Station, G. A. Pèltz, D. D. “Null of Genuini Gems
196 ing and running at full speed. Mr. yards
pound, as to quality.
Frank H. Bliem, in Pottsgrove town While there the boy ate a piece of L. H. Davis, d
bounded by lands of Rev. John Cassel, Sr., and F. L. Robbins, D. D. ‘•Hike it.”—W. H. Dosine
192
Wolf
seeing
the
approaching
danger
Hogs
were
lower.
4500
head
arrived
and
sold
Jacob Buekwalter. The lot contains 1 acre and Mas. Doc. “It meets a real household want.” -.—
ship. Thirty-five persons were present, pumpkin pie, but the little girl took a Stephen D. Yerkes, d
at the different yards at 10%@12c. per pound, 44
190 had the presence of mind to turn out according
j-K.rcu of land. The improvements consist A. J. Gordon, D. D.—“Its contents will bring.gen
perches
and the husking pegs were made to fly small bite, remarking that “she did not
to quality.
Director o f the Poor.
of a 2}i Story House, with 7 rooms and ial sunshine to the. home.”—Prof. W. F. Sherwin,
as well as he could, giving them almost
around in such a lively and industrious like that kind of pie..” The two chil A. Fretz, r
out kitchen. Barn 18x24 with threshing ‘‘I have examined this sumptuous volume vtith. great
219 the entire passage way, but one of the
floor
C
o
n
su
m
p
tio
n
C
u
re
d
!
way that nearly two hundred of bushels dren then went to their father’s store, Daniel Shuler, d
< and stabling for 1 Horse and 2 Cows, delight.”—J. IT. Vincent, D. D. “It should be in
186 horses belonging to the firm of Corson
An old physician, retired from active practice chicken house, pig sty and ail the necessary out every household in the land. ”—Prof. C C. Case.
of corn were husked. The affair passed at the corner of Airy and Norris sts.
Jury Commission.
& Co., and rode by a young man in having had placed in his hands by an East In  buildings. The buildings are all new having T H R E E M ILLIO N HOM ES want it, hence it.
Soon the lad commenced to complain
off very pleasantly, winding up with
a grand chance to coin money. Sample pages221 their employ, came up full tilt against dia Missionary the formula of a simple vege been built but three years. There is a large va- is
of feeling cold, and he was told to step Chas. L. Preston, r
capital supper in the evening.
table remedy fro the speedy and permanent cure lety of fruit on the premises. As I am engaged i-o., FREE. Address HUBBARD BROS., Phila
F.
Baxter,
d
Mr.
W
olf’s
team,
thrusting
the
shaft
187
delphia.
Pa.
to the stove and warm himself. He did
of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, in farming, I will sell on the most reasonable
of Mr. W olf’s wagon into the left and all Throat and Lung affections, also a posi terms. For further particulars call on the owner
Stamped envelopes will be sold to so, and in a few moments began to
breast of the horse belonging to Car- tive and radical cure for General Debility and living thereon.
An Important Decision.
the public, after Junuary 1st, 1883, at a vomit. He was removed to bis home,
all nervous complaints, after having thoroughly
JO H N A. G O U LD EY.
son & Co., killing him instantly, and at tested
reduction of ten per cent, on the pres 611 Cherry street, and the retching
its wonderful curative powers in thous
the
same
time
knocking
Mr.
W
olf’s
ands
of
eases,
feels
it
his
duty
to
make
it
known
ent prices. The Post-office Depart continued until his death. A physician
AN ALTERED NOTE.
Victory ! V ictory!!
horse'down and causing such injuries to his fellows. The recipe, with full particulars,
ment has also arranged to print special was summoned, who did everything in
The Supreme Court decided Mon that he died before morning, besides directions for preparation and use, and all neces
return request notices upon envelopes his power to save the boy’s life, but at day the case of Daniel Latshaw vs.
DR. H O W ER ’S
sary advice and instructions for successful treat 4
: without additional charge, when order five o’clock on Sunday morning he ex Catharine Hiltebeitel, to the use of breaking the wagon which had but re ment at your own home, will be received by you 1U0. Q o u g h R e m e d y
return mail, free of charge, by addressing
î
l y in quantities of 500 or more. Stamp pired. Life had not been extinct long, Rebecca Hiltebeitel, and affirmed the cently been remodeled. The harness by
with stamp or stamped envelope to
PURELY VEGETABLE.
ed envelopes, when spoiled through before a deep black stripe appeared judgment of the Common .Pleas of were broken and cut badly. How Mr.
Dn. J . C. RAYMOND,
Will CURE G O U a m , GOLDS and T H R O A T
Wolf and the rider of the horse escaped
D ISEASES.
164 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
misdirection or other causes, can be ex along the spine of the body, and the Montgomery county.
A number of new and second-hand carriages;
DON’T BE DELUDED into paying 75 cts. and
is a miracle. Mr. Wolf was thrown*
changed for postage stamps of the game attending physician said that the symp
A full .spring carriage ^
a §1.00 for Cough Syrups, when you can purchase for sale very cheap.
Daniel Latshaw surety on a note or out upon the ground, but escaped with
P
U
B
L
IC
S
A
L
E
new Bar-Spring carriage, second-hand.
A,
denomination at the nearest Postoffice. toms and indications were those of iginally drawn by John G. Swartly to
D r . HOWER’S Improved Tar, Wild Cherry,
OF
Hoarhound, Elecampane, Coltsfoot, Honey and double seated PHAETON new; and others not
poisoning. The mother of the boy said the order of Catharine Hiltebeitel, to only a few slight bruises. Mr. Wolf
Liquorice, a solid Cough preparation, for mentioned. Call soon and secure bargains.
On Monday morning as Frank Far- that a post-mortem examination would secure a loan of $500, but before the is a young man just starting out in PERSONAL PROPERTY ! Sugar,
10 cents. This is purely a vegetable compound. All kinds of wagons and carriages* made to
business,
and
has
the
sympathy
and
re
be
made..
inger was driving out of C. J. Royer’s
The subscriber about to relinquish the dairy No opiates, therefore can be taken without any order. Prices reasonable^
delivery of the note it was found that
yard, this place, with a market wagon There is a rumor prevalent that young Rebecca was the person who was to spect of the community in this misfor business, will sell at public sale, on THURSDAY, deleterious consequences. Equal to eight ounces
j g K. W ELDN ER.
23, 1882, at his residence, in Upper of Syrup of Tar. Sold by all Druggists and
loaded with trees, a swinging rope in Steinbright had eaten some canned to lend the money and not Catharine, and tune, he being entirely blameless in the NOVEMBER
Providence
township,
Montgomery
county,
on
Dealers
in
Medicine.
L A D IE S GO TO
some manner became entangled with matoes, and that these were the cause Swartley, without notice to Latshaw. affair, as he was on the right*side of the road leading from Norristown to Black Rock
the Wagon and upset the same. Sir of his death. This can hardly be true, interlined the word Rebecca instead of the way, and giving them all the room Hotel, near the Friends’ Meeting House, the fol FRESH FISH
he could. It is high time such earless lowing personal property, to-w it: 22 Head of
E .
M .
A U G E ’S
John was in the wagon with Mr. Far- although he did partake of the toma
ss-TT^good Cows, some springers and some in
and VEGETABLES,
inger at the time of the accident and toes on Saturday, but the family had Catharine, and then delivered the note driving should be brought to ail end. Jjg jjL .profit; one bull, 5 shoats, turkeys and
Street,.
The undersigned will visit Trappe and vicinity 1 6 H ast M a in
was considerably frightened—there was eaten freely of these on Friday, and with "assurances of its validity. Sub We learn that it is the intention of Mr. chickens by the pound, 400 bushels of corn in
sequently Swartley faild and, Rebecca Wolf to see that justice shall be done the ear, 20 bushels of early rose potatoes, 10 tons on Tuesday and Friday of each week with Fresh
only one way to jump, and that way were not affected in the least.
of mixed hay, straw by the ton. 4,000 sheaves Fish of different kinds, all vegetables in season,
f a;» ■ '
was dangerously close to the heels of the
Maty Steinbright, who ate a small brought suit in her own name against in this case.—Defender.
of cornfodder, and other articles not mentioned. and a supply of lemons, oranges, cocoanuts, <fcc.
Latshaw
as
surety
for
the
face
of
the
Conditions,
all
sums
of
§25
and
under,
cash
;
FOR HAIR GOODS. She has a large stock o f
horse.. But, no one was hurt and the portion .of the pie, was prostrated for a
Switches, Combs, Nets, Pins, and Frizzes,,
The following Resolutions of Re. all over §25 a credit pi four months will be given
H E N R Y R A H M , good
■damages were slight.
time, but has now fully recovered__ note and interest. Latshaw, as against
always on hand.
the purchaser, giving a bankable note with ap
...
Rebecca
pleaded
non
est
facium,
and
at
spect were adopted by the Teachers’ proved security. Sale to commence at 12 o’clock
Rahn Station, Pa.
Norristown Times.
Combings made up / and a G OQD P R IC E PAIJI
the trial contended that the alteration Institute held at Norristown, last noon, sharp.
Our stock of wood type haS been
CHARLES F. HILDEBIDEL.
fo r dark and black hair, cither straight or 'coi/ib*
was material and without notice to him week:
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. R. Grover, Esq., Clerk.
t lately increased by the purchase of new
Heirs to Millions.
ingn.
and therefore he was discharged. But
¡ a erial, and our posters can be comW h e r e a s , In view of the loss the Institute h a s
P
U
B
L
I
C
S
A
.
3
L
.E
f pared and favorably too, with , any HOW A WEALTHY CUBAN SUGAR PLANTER’S the Court pormitted the plaintiff to sustained in the death of our Secretary, B, F. L,
IfJ 'Cv SL-MJ
OF
amend the parties on the record, so Burkert, and of the still greater loss felt by those
. prin ed elsewhere. Our prices are
AGENTS !
FORTUNE WILL BE DISTRIBUTED.
4U 3W S!
who were nearest and dearest to him, therefore,
that the suit and pleadings should be it.
PERSONAL PROPERTY!
TEor G EN . D O D G E’S bran’ new book, entitled
-reasonable and just. We won’t print
The heirs of Conrad Geyer, most of read in the name of Catharine, the
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, NOV.
a set of sale bills free gratis and throw
Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to the
T h ir ty - T h r o e
1882, at the Residence or the undersigned, in
in a chromo for good will. All we ask whom live in Philadelphia and Mont original payee, as legal plaintiff, to the memory of the deceased to. say, in regretting his 13,
West
Perkiomen
township,
the
following
per
removal
from
our
midst,
we
mourn
for
him
as
Yc'trs Among
is a fair, living price. Job work of gomery county, are preparing to col use of Rebecca as equitably entitled an earnest worker and successful teacher, as a sonal property :—5,000 sheaves of wheat, 2,000
We continue to
lect the immense estate left by the Cu and, eirected a verdict in the favor, true friend and every ready Counsellor, and as a sheaves of rye, 1,000 sheaves of oats, 30 tons of
act as solicitors for
w L kml eT r t,e^ hl the best manner. ban sugar planter. Geyer was born in
hay,
1,000
sheaves
of
cornfodder.
Threshing
patents,
caveats,
Christian
gentleman,
who
1
was
in
every
way
upon the ground that, as the contract
We aie thankful for patronage. If you
A true record o f th e Author’s Thrrty-Tl,reE Years’ Persona? Excopyrights, etc,, for
machine, 2 windmills,—good as new,—Horse
worthy of our respect.
perience a.now jour JeutcuM. O J^W uIi an aule Introduction
h a v e a n y t h i n g t o s e ll, a n d w a n t e v e r y  Montgomery county, of German paren on the part of Latshaw actually ex
the
United
States,
and
to
obtain
pat
Resolved, That we sincerely condole with the Rake, extra sled harrow, 3 good hoe harrows,
ents in Canada, England, France,
b o d y t o s e e i t , a d v e r t i s e i n t h e I n d e p e n  tage, and left his home when a young isted as between him and Catharine the family of the deceased in the dispensation with spike harrow, plow, hay ladders, single and
Germany, and all other countries.
19
man. He settled in Cuba, and "by in alteration became immaterial and the which it has pleased Divine Providence to afflict double-trees, spreader, traces, 2 setts of stage b 7
dent.
T h irty -six y ears’ practice. No
T his n ew w ork was t once -suhscriiiod for by President
cart gears, collars, single and double
dustry economy soon became the own fact that Rebecca became equitably en them, and commend them for consolation to harness,
charge
for
examination of models or draw
A r t h u r a w l entire '(('¡net a nd by Gen. Sherman, Gen.
Him who doeth all things well, and whose chas lines, blindhalters, head baiters, rakes and forks,
ings. Advice by mail freo.
Or a n t , Gen.-. Sheridan, (ii
t n. ID in rod', e n d thousands o f E m er of a planation. He afterwards- en titled to the benefit of the action was tisements are meant in mercy.
scoop shovel, other shovels, Copper Kettle with
Incorrect.
Patents obtained through ns aro notioed i n
Inent M en. G e n . G uanVT s iy < : —‘ I t is the best book on Indian
gaged in business as a sugar refiner- not to his prejudice. To this ruling
Resolved, That this tistimony of our sympathy a capacity or 1% barrels,—good as new ; boring
the SCIENTIFIC A M E R IC A N , which h a s
Jjife ever w r i t t e n I ’ i«
W iluy (Method;: t.) says 1" I t
machine,
3
augers,
extra
good
grindstone,
large
A rumor of the poisoning of some of near Havana, and at the time of his
and sorrow be forwarded to the family of our de
is a book o f immense rah
the#largest circulation, rnd is the most influ->
s th e onÌ>/ a uthentic account
trough, feed trough, lot of rails, about 40
of our In d ia n s eve; -publish: rl, fu lly
ential newspaper ©fits, kind published in the
the members of the Vandersliee, Ram- death, a few years ago, was worth Latshaw expected and removed the parted friend, and that these resolutions together water
Í th eir “ inner
bags, lot of lumber, boards, aud a great many
life," secret doings,
case
to
the
Supreme
Court,
but
that
lofts, etc. I t is replet with thrilling
world.
The aa vanta ges of such a no tic© every
with
a
sketch
of
his
life
be
published
in
the
pro
bo and Fetterolf, families in Upper nearly $3,000,000.
experiences of the Autli ir, and of fam ous Sc uts, Trappers,
other articles not mentioned. Sale to commence
patentee under stands.
Court in an opinion by Sterrett Jus ceedings of the Institute. Signed
Cow-boys, M iners. Ro: 1er Ruffians, etc.,viv illy portraying
This
large
and splendidly illustrated news
at
1
o’clock.
Conditions
by
JOHN
G.
BEAN.
EDWARD E. LONG, )
J
ldeDCe township, which had some
Geyer died intestate and without is
L ife in the G reat IVcst as it vow it, 4 Sid thousand in press.
paper is published w e e k l y at $3.20 a year,
ALBERT R. PLACE. >Committee.
m t e currency, is entirely without foun sue, he never having been married. He tice have affirmed the judgment of the
W ith Steel Engravings a nd Superb Chrom o-Lithograph
ana is admitted to be tho best paper devoted
Court below, upon the ground that,
JOHN G. F E T T E R O L F ,
AMOS. G. GOTWALS, }
dation m fact. Dr. Tlmstad, when
Plates in 1 3 colors, from photographs m ade by the L . 8.
to soi@gce, mechanics, inventions, engineering
G overnm ent expressly f o r this great m •■■?:.
spoken to in regard to the matter on had five brothers and sisters, three of upon all the evidence, the Court was
works,
and other departments of industrial
R E A L E S T A T E A G 'T , Yerkes P. 0.
A G E N T S ! This g rand book is now out-selling a ll others
whom survive him, and the heirs who right in not releasing the surety, and •
progress, published in any country. Single
Friday,
said
it
With
Diamond
Dyes
any
lady
1 0 to 1 . N o competition. .Acents average 1 i) to 8 0 orders
copies
by
mail, 10 cents. Sold by all news
* fvJL. e
- was nothing more than claim the estate are. the next of kin of
Upper PTOYidence, Montgomery Co., Pa.
a day. We w ant 1 0 0 0 m o-e a g en's a t once, ©wfafifre
dealers.
? Ior™ °i erratic malarial fever, which the deceased millionaire. They a re : he was in po way prejudiced by the can get as good results as the best prao.
Territory and Special Tcniis g i f on. O ur l-.’-gc circular» with
Parties,
wishing
to
purchase
properties
from
,UUXODD, Munn
Alt1411II I&
a¿, Co,,
\_11_7. , publishers
11UIl.jlHI O OX
IO
Address,
of K
Scion*
Soli particulars sent fre e . A fine Specim en PJiUg sen t in
is quite prevalent in that neighborhood. John Geyer, of Gilbertsville, Montgom- amendment allowed at the trial, ju d g  tical dyer. Every dye warranted tru& 15 to 100 Acres, with improvements,on easy terms gddition
New ~
York,
tifio/ meri can, 261 Broadway, iji
for a 3 c ent stam p. Address the sole publishers,
ment. affirmed.
to name and sample,

H E A D M A N ’S

MAGNETIC I.1MMTNT !

W1

P. M. HEADMAN, P eislw i Pa,

Siipecial Barpins

at Ik Limerici Spare

CARRIAGE WORKS

O R 1 IL1- iifM iiS !
G ei Sherman.

should give me a call,

Sep.i2,3mo,

A. d . w q r t u l n ' g t u : ; & t o . ,

conn.

[ándbook abou bpatents mailed free.
Handbook;

r

MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co» Pa.
I would announce to ray friends and the public,
that I ara now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

1
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
B U ILD IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C .
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r i s e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
“Low price* and fa ir dealinga,

RESPECTFULL F,

D. Theo. Buckw alter.
June 8-ly.

S ’pecial

Inducements
A t W o r r a il’s M ill,
.Collegeville, Pa.
Choice W h e a t F lo u r,
Manufactured and for sale at Lowest Market
Prices. Our flour gives general satisfaction and
we invite a trial of the same.
C H O P P IN G

done at short notice in a satisfactory manner.
Full supply of all kinds of Feed always on hand.
We cordially invite patronage and will do our
best to give satisfaction to all.

S. T. S. WASHER.

THE HARTFORD

S EWI NG MACHI NE
Just P erfected .
The largest under arm,
The lightest and quietest,
The most lavishly decorated,
The least vibration of any,
A galrxy of new patents,
Simplicity simplified,
Durability determined,
Reliability reasserted.
Ball-bearing balance wheel; Newest and most
elegant design in stand and wood work. Posi
tive take-up, perfect stitch. This machine is
»vanted by everybody.

MILTON B. HARLEY, A p t

Royersford Pa.

ALSO the Domestic and other different makes of
machines sold. Oils needles, and attachments.

’F.

GL K R A F T ,
—D E A L E R I N —

'f3' TT f V-"▼?

N o tio n s, &c., &c.
EYANSBÜRC,
Large and varied Stock of all kinds of Goods,
usually kept in a Country Store. Good Quality
and at Philadelphia prices.

J. M. Albertson & Sons,
Owners and Proprietors of the

S tar G lass W o r k s
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Manufacture a superior quality of
W IN D lW
GLASS
AND
SHADES,
Warranted not to stain.

If son wait a

T R A P P E , PA,

GO TO

W . H. Blanchford,
PROPRIETOR OF THE

Work-,

You will be sure of being suited, as I have
Jum p Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work
and learn prices.
W. H. BLANCIIFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

J. M. Albertson k Sons,

Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

N O R R I S T O W N , PA.
Interest Paid on Deposits as per agreement. Ne
gotiable paper purchased. Money loaned on
bonds, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on
England, Ireland, Germany and other places.
Passage tickets by the American line of ocean
steamers. Railroad and other Stocks bought and
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil
ver and Government Bonds bought and sold.
Safe deposit boxes in burglar-proof vault to rent.

CUT TH IS OUT I
*SSKSS I S ISS4G w""«.

W a h a v e s t o r e s in 10 le a d in g C itie s ,
Address

hi. Ns LOVELLP HIL AD

IA,npSA.’

S O L D I E K $
Now suffering from wounds or disease of any
kind caused by military service are entitled to
PENSION. Widows, minor children, dependent
mothers or father? of soldiers who died from the
effects of their serviee are also entitled. Many
invalid pensioners are entitled to an Increase.
Careful assistance given in Delayed or Rejected
Claims, as many can be allowed with but little
more evidence. Complete instructions with ref
erences sent on application. C h a s . & G e o . A .
Kixo, Attorneys-at-law, 916 F. St., Washington,

1». e.

C A SW ELL & MOORE.

AB ILITY AND KNACK.
One day the washing failed, and
M Y. W EBER, M. D.,
madame went on a pilgrimage after the
“lady” who was'responsible for the
failure. She was found in the person
Practising Physician,
of a poor, dilapidated little woman,
E V A N SB U R G , PA
scrubbing for dear life in a dark, damp
Office Honrs :—8 to 10, a. in. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9 basement; and according to' her ac
p. m.
count, the failure occurred from want
of fronds to keep the tire going under
F. SLOUGH.
the boiler. Meanwhile the husband of
our lady was discovered in the form of
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
a burly gentleman from foreign parts,
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks taking his ease over a soiled newspaper
English and German.
on the bed. His case was another il
lustration of the beauties of that pe
P G. HOBSON,
culiar form 'of “industrial training”
which seems to he so attractive to some
of our American schoolmen. With no
iltto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
general education, he had been taught
811 S W E D E Street Norristown^ Pa.
the knack of a certain style of house
Can be seen every evening at his residence in painting once in demand in England.
Freeland.
The swift feet of half-a-dozen new in
ventions were on his track, chased him
^ 1). FETTEBOLF,
across the water and landed him on a
tumbled couch, trying to make sense of
Justice cf the Peace
last week's newspaper, with nothing in
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. Boston in his line of work, and poor
Biddy scrubbing her lean arms out of
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,
joint at the wash-tub to keep both out
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
of the poorhouse. Already Sam Lee
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of and a hundred other smart, young
each week; also every evening.
Chinamen are spoiling the laundry
business for poor Biddy, to be in turn
R. R. F. PLACE,
undermined by some mighty machine
that will turn oil' the whole washing of
D E N T I S T ! ! a country village or a city block so
[Graduate of* the University of Pennsylvania.] quickly and neatly that madam will
count her past life of conflict with “blue
Monday” and faithless washerwoman a
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagle- dead loss.
ville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
He must he a very slow thinker who
Gas administered.
FOR HANDLING
fancies the laboring classes in our
country
are
to
be
helped
by
cutting
C. SHULER.
down their present small supply of the
D.
schooling that makes for general ability,
We will sell on a small margin
Trappe Pa., will repair watches and clocks at and substituting a training of the hand
Short notice, cither at home or at your residence.
whose
outcome
is
the
knack
of
doing
Good workmanship. Low prices.
CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
something that just now can be relied
on to keep the wolf from a poor man’s
rorn, Oats, ( hop Corn,
J P. KOONS,
door. -Nothing to-day is so uncertain
LINSEED
ME AL, BRAN, best quality
as the status of every form of hand
P ra c tica l S la ter 1 ! work, and no man’s lot so perilous as SCHUYLKILL COAL UM)ER COVER.
his who has been drilled to one form of
R A H N 'S S T A T IO N P p ,
and see for yourself or write for sample
it, They show you a mule at the Me andCall
prices.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag chanics’ Fair that, with one man, does
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
the work of twelve hundred and eighty
tes, and prices.
F, W . W etherill &‘Co.,
buxom Yankee lasses at the spinning- ARCOLA MILLS.
Collegeville P. O.
pDW ARD DAYID,
wheel, fifty years ago. When we were
N . B. G R IST W O RK SO L IC IT E D .
a young ■ school-master, “boarding
’round,” Farmer Jones spent a good
B L & .C K S M IT H IN G
PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER, part
of each winter’s day with oxen,
The undersigned having located at Keel or’s
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
sled, and axe to keep up the fire that Smith Shop, a short distance west of Trappe,
will take pleasure in executing all kinds of
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind raged around the huge back-log and Black smithing work at short notice
Horse
of work in the line of painting, graining, and swirled up chimney in the big sitting- shoeing, Jobbing &c. Special attention given to
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer room. To-day, a ten-dollar note will Carriage and wagon ironing. Having had an
fully furnished upon application.
of over 20 years at the business we
buy a petroleum stove that may at once experience
feel confident of giving satisfaction to customers.
be an ornament to a lady’s centre-table Patronage solicited.
ORACE RIMBY,
and heat a room twenty feet square.
F. S. FREDERICKS.
So with everything. Never was the
brain «of man so busy to get into the
The price of the following organ has been ad
hand, abolish drudgerys,and render use vanced to §125 since inserting this electrotype.
Collegeville, Mont. Co., Pa.
less every trade that depends on the
mere reputation of muscular motion
Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, &c, filled with na
tural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence and the laborious preparation to do a
ments, &e, promptly attended to.
special thing. We think we have ac
complished much when we graduate a
M IL KEELER,
class of Irish girls able to cut and make
the clothing of a family.
But in ten
2 7 Stops, fO S e ts Reedé, S 9 0
years
these
women
cannot
afford
to
use
P a in ter, G rainer,
the needle except for patching, but will
themselves, husbands, and child
and P a p er-H a n g er. dress
ren more cheaply and substantially at
T R A P P E PA.
the ready-made manufactory. As soon
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt as the demand comes, all machine work
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
will be better than hand-work for the
All work done in a satisfactory manner.
mass of mankind, and the latter become
the luxury of the rich, and no longer
OHN M ILLER,
the necessity of the boor.
The reform just now in order in edu
cation is not an industrial training of
T A I L O R the European sort that will fill Ameri
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and mad$*tp order in accordance with ca with ignorant mechanics with a
latest styles, or in any style th at may be desired. knack of doing one thing, and no apti
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices. tude at turning their hand to another.
Indeed, that is the trouble to-day ; and
most of our bitter contentions in the
labor market or the struggle of masses
of men without brains, trying to pit
their knack against a mighty machine
that holds the concentrated thought of
----- :0: OF :0:----four thousand years. We do need a
new kind of school-keeping which dis
The F am ous jBeethoven O rgan contains
penses witli the old-time memoriter
JL.
f&7 Stops, lO Sets Feeds,
wrestle with books, and substitutes
- S P R I G S © i^ L Y $ 9 0 ^
that awkening of the mind, training of
Royersford Pa,
Order now . R ^m itby Bank Draft,Post Office Money
the faculty, and direction of the man
Order, or Registered Le' ter. Bcxod and shipped
I would announce to the public that I have re hood toward nature, humanity, litera
w ith out a Moment’s D elay. Factory running day
and n igh t. Organs b u ilt on old plan. $B0,$40,$50,8
modelled my place of business, and at consider
to 11 stops. Catalogue Free. Address or call upon
able expense fitted up two rooms in first-class ture, and skilled industry which shall
DANIEL P. BEATTY, V a stir gton, New Jersey.
style for the^aceomodation of my patrons, and send forth a generation competent to
can now sây I have the most complete establish adjust itself to the progress of inven
ment of the kind in either Royersford or Spring
City. Young folks will find this a pleasant place tive skill on the one hand, and "on the
to come and enjoy a plate of
other, push upward to explore some of
FRE ED 'S Celebrated Ice Cream. the new realms of life in the upper
story of our wondrous existence. In
FRUITS AND FANCY CAKES,
short, we must educate, first, for man
hood ; second, for general ability ; and
in abundance. Particular attention paid to the
furnishing of Ice Cream and Cnofectionery to third, for the industrial training that
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Churches, Sunday Schools, Pic-nics and Private will enable an American citizen to do
Parties at lowest rates. I have the control of a whatsoever comes to his hand with all
largo Dairy, and all the latest improved machi
nery in the manufacture of Ice Cream ; therefore his might.

D

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.

Witli Iiro ei & bp n el Facilities

GRAIN, FLODB, FEED & COAL, k

H

FLORIST,

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.

Oysters k Clams, in Season.
RESPECTFULLY YOURS,

ü . G. F R E E D ,
Jy8-4m.

Royersford Montgomery County, Pa.

BE NOT DECEIVED
By Plasters claiming to be an im
provement on ALLCOCKS POROUS
PLASTERS.
A L L C 0 C K ’ S is the original and
only genuine Porons piaster. All
other so called Porous Plasters are
imitations. Beware Of them See
that you re t an
ALLCOCK' S P L A S T E R
which we guarantee has effected
more and quicker cures than any
other external Remedy,

Sold b y all Druggists.

P ro pag an dism on t h e F a r m .— The
mutual aid secured by wisely conducted
guilds and associations keeps alive the
enthusiasm of the body, and makes
more skillful mechanics and more suc
cessful professional men. There is a
great deficiency of this kind of public
spirit among the farming class, the
most numerous and the most indepen
dent among our fifty millions of people.
There is no jealousy of intrusion from
outsiders, either from abroad or at
home, among them. Farmers from
Europe come by the ship-load, some of
them with large capital, and three are
no fences put up around the farms or
prairies, to prevent professional men,
mechanics, young men from all classes
at home, from becoming farmers. Ex
cepting the work of speculators in our
large cities, there is nothing to create
an artificial price for the products of
the farm. There is a fair field for the
industry and skillful labor of every
cultivator. There is perhaps no calling
in which industry and educated brain
power has a fairer reward than in hus
bandry. Better farmers are the great
want of our calling in all parts of our
country, and there ought to he public
spirit enough in the body to secure a
wiser direction and better reward of the
manual labor on our farms. Much has
been accomplished in the last thirty

EXECUTED

li.iLUM AX WETZEL,

KEYSTONE DRY GOODS STORE ! C

All Siuiiir.or Dukps (<( ( it , I av ns, (TuN'i/rs, Ginghams, &c., fit prices so
low tluit we must close all out hi ti very short time. As special Bargains we
are selling all our best

D RESS GINGHAM S AT 10 C E N T S

Per yard, former prices 15 & 151 cents, also a line of Good Style Calicoes in the
best goods ->t 5 cents her yard. We have about
7 0 0 ■ 's r .A .i e .i D s ,
And at t he Jo v irice are the greatest bargains we have ever ollered in Calicoes.
Call and examine them.
M ORG AN W RIG H T,
Keystone .Dry Goods Store,
MAIN STREET, Opposite Public Square, NORRISTOWN, PA.

'

all

at

t h e

YERKE3 STATION MILL
-:0: AND :0:-

GRAIN. ¡LOUR & FEED REPOT,
Where you will find in Store a large supply of
choice Patent Process, Straight, and

F a n c y F a m ily F lo u x ,
CORN,

OATS,

BRAN,

MIDDLINGS,

RYE BRAN, LINSEED MEAL,

IE Y O U BU Y YOUU SPICES,
C ream T a rte r,

DakSr.g S oda,

W a sh in g S o d a,

_A_T

B lack a n d Red P e p p e r,

B T J C K W A L T E E ’S
POPULAR

drug sto r e,

Corner of Bridge and Main Streets,

P H -fE N IX y iL L E

P E IF A .,

--------YOU AVILL GET---------

Pure Goods, Save Money, and always have Competent
And Reliable Persons to Attend to your Wants.

I also sell Leads and Oils Cheaper th an ever.

S P E C I A L

N O T I C E

TO THE PEOPLE OF

Norristown and Montgomery Conntj !

Lehigh

&

Ac., &c.

Schuylkill

G O A L
Having the best and in or.t improved facilities the
under:*igned docs endeavor to sell to any and all
parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
at the very lowest prices. Good, clean wheat
received at all times.

3. H . L A N D E S .

those

:

Wishing to Purchase Fresh

BEEF, VEAL,

MUTTON

Should remember that the undersigned passes
through this sectiou every

Wstaiai a l Saturday,
With a full supply of Fresh Meats, and will
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
favor him with their custom.

B . F . IS E T T .

' J. II. KRAUT,
-C ig a r M anufacturer,-TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigars
manufactured. Good tobacco In the bandit of n
good workman will make capital cigars. This is
put:ing the whole business in a nutshell. Special
brands made to order. Give K raut’s cigars a
trial, and be happy.

COLLEGEVILLE _

M IT C H E L L

&

No. 18 East Main

B E O .,

T H E L ik R G F S T A B I B M O S T

e

BAKERY!

Norristown, Penn a. J. H. RICHARD, Pfep’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM

Clothiers in the County ! ! I C E

Wish to inform their kind friends and patrons, that their Fall and Winter
Stock is now complete, and are proud to say without any exaggeration that it is
the finest and most handsome stock of clothing they have ever manufactured.
They are all made up in the latest styles, first-class quality and good workman
ship. Our prices are as usual the lowest. Tins season they are about

EVERY MORNING.

CREAM!

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

YOTTIGr AM OLD

m ~ 2 5 PER C E N T * £ £ f

I I

Lower than any other Norristown or Philadelphia Clothing House !
£10.00 will buy a first-class Dress Suit,
8.50 will buy a all wool fancy Cassini ere Suit,
7.05 will buy a tip-top Busincss Suil.
0.25 will buy a serviceable every day Suit.
12.00 will buy a good black cloth Suit.
11.40 will buy a single or double breasted cassimere Suit.
13.15 will buy a English fancy worsted-dress Suit.
And hundreds more to numerous to mention.
We are also prepared to meet the demand for

BOYS’ A ND C H IL D R E N ’S CLOTHING !
Having made up a large assortment and will sell them at the lowest cash prices.
Remember that ice fit everybody,
The Lean and Small, as well as the Big and Tall.

-IN THE—

Horse Powers !.

John I. Bradford,

A. C. FR EED ,

ray prices are very low. Will pay fair rent to
Sunday Schools for exclusive right of woods on
day of celebration.

Heekr’s Patent Level Tteai

WORTH WHILE READING!

EXCELSIOR
Ice Cream & CoaMoiery Rooms

BANKERS

3.to agents

Edited by J. K. H A R L E Y .

years, and in some sections we find, in
IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
telligent husbandry, snd ample rewards.
MACHINES GO TO
But muc'i more remains to be done, so
that the industry of the farm in every
H E E B N E R & SON S,
C lo thes W r in g e r s ,
D a ir y F ix t u r e s ,
section may be mori; uniformly reward S t o v e s ,
L
A N S D A L E , Montg. Co., Penna.
ed. There are many' forces now at work T in w a r e ,
T e r r a C o tta P i p e ,
P a in t s & O il s ,
that may be greatly helped and inten
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.
C h im n e y T ops .
O i l C lo th .
sified by the farmers themselves. Farm L a m ps .
ers’ clubs have done much in the very
limited districts where they have been
kept up to aid good husbandry.' With
-------- I P R I C E S
X iO W
-----a few intelligent cultivators for leaders,
Are much the easiest for the horses, and havrJ
a club'can be organized in almost every
F in e C u t l e r y ,
P lated W a r e ,
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator evefl
township in thè older States. Farmers’
I ce C r e a m F r e e z e r s ,
W a t e r C u l lers ,
applied to horse powers,
wives and daughters can be made very
B ir d C ag es .
B r u sh e s , &e.
H e e b n p i P s L it t l e G ia n t T h r e s h in g a x i I
efficient helpers in the management of
C l e a n in g M a c h in e ,
these institutions, and the social ends P L U M B I N G & GAS F I T T I N G , L E A D PIPES, &C.
to he gained by them are hardly less
AND
THRESHERS
AND SHAKERS.
*
C A S W E L L & MOORE, 243 Bridge Street, Phcenixville, Pa.
important than the improvement of
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Ha* »
husbandry. The State, county, and
Rakes, &c.
'%
local agricultural societies, with their
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
annual exhiitbions, are important fac
order.
tors in this good work, in spite of their
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
$ 2 . 5 0 — Will Buy a nice little Boy’s Suit, age from 4 to 10.
lowest prices.
occasional perversion to horse-racing
Steam Engines, Boikrs, and outfits for Mills,
and gambling. Good citizens should
$4.0C—Will buy a good suit for a boy aged from 5 to 12.
Factories, Creameries, &e. Send for Circulars,
see that these evils are eliminated from
$ 5 .0 0 —Will buy a suit for a boy in years from T to 15.
the fairs. The agricultural schools and
HEBBSER k SONS,
$ 5 . 0 0 —Will buy a fair suit for a man.
colleges are winning their way to popu
LANSDALE, l \ .
lar favor, and correcting the once com
$ 6 . 5 0 —-For this sum you can purchase a better suit.
mon prejudice against book farming.
$ 7 . 0 0 —With this sum you can buy something still better.
The belief is flow quite common in our
halls of legislation that educated brains T en D ollars wm buy a first class business suit.
Eleven Dollars
TRAPPE, Pa.
have a fair field upon the farm, and it
Will buy a very fine suit. F ifteen D ollars—Kxtra fine Dress Suit.
M ANUFACTURER AND D E A LE R I N
is possible to get State aid for Agricul
tural Schools and Experiment Stations.
W e Have th e L a rg e s t S tock; T he L ow est P ric es.
Stoves, Tinware
Reliable manures are in the market
that hear the test of the laboratory and
ALSO,
GE NTS' F U R NISH ING
GOODS.
^ llllllll and Housefurnishing
the soil. Last but not least among
GOODS ,
these forces, is the agricultural press.
Every man who reads and profits by a 66 & 68 Main Street [apj-nsUe Marie Hall ]
TIN-ROOFING,
SrO
U
TIN O , JO BB IN G , Ac.,
NORRISTOW N, PA.
good journal should see that his neigh
DONE TO ORDER.
bors share Lis blessing. There is no
WE A R E N O W S E L L IN G A T TH E
easier, more effective way of illustra
1SF" All Orders Promptly attended to. jSF l
ting the propagandism of the farm.

JOB PRINTING

FOR LITTLE MONEY

Oarriags

Practising Physician,

Agriculture and Science.

J

n t tw w

Coliegeviile

T W. ROYER, M. D.,

iMfl

EITEEPEISE

Our Custom Department is filled with a

Choice Line of Foreign and Domestic Goods I
All of which will he made to order in first-class style at the lowest cash prices 1

M IT C H FX .K & BROv,

BEST MANNER
No. 18 E.

M a in

St., N o r risto w n , P a.

[O ppo s it e P ublic S q u are .

Look to your, interest.
money visit my

If you want to save

Furniture W;are-Rooms,
On Road leading from Skippaekville to Collcgeville, l,!<: miles from the former place, and ba
convinced that you can save money. I sell

All Hinds- of New and Second«
Hand Furniture
AT TH E

Very lo w e st Figures,
And also take old hard-wood furniture, and old
clocks iii exchange for new. I manufacture all
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
of all kinds will be neatly done. Come and
see my

BED-BOOM SETTS, 6 PIECES,
A s L ow as $ 2 0 .

- A T THIS O FFIC E .-

Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high back
lounges $5.00. All kinds of marble-top Furni- l
ture sold very low. You are welcome to come K
and examine my goods, whether you purchase
or not.

Geo. D. Detwiler.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

U G. CHASE & CO.,

“PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”
One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

F R U IT GROWERS,
G E N E V A , N. Y.
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on

TU BS DA Y, TH URSD A Y and SA TURD A Y
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton.

Highest- cash prices paid for Calves.

W M . J . TH O M PSO N ,

E V A X SB O R G , LOWER. R R O V W E X O E , R 0.

O rnam entals, Shrubs, E vergreens, Plants,
Vines, &c., &c.
CHOICEST FVER-BLO O M ING ROSES.
Sent to any address. Orders solicited" and
pfdmptly attended to by

C. J. R O YE R , Trappe Pa.
P. S. Orders for fall taken ta September 9th,

